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WELBY BANNED IN BOSTON
AND PHILADELPHIA
by Staff
BOSTON (GCN)-The massive gay protest of the "Marcus Welby, M.D." episode
"The Outrage" has forced cancellation of
the program in Boston and Philadelphia.
Network affiliates WCVB and WPVI announced in separate decisions that they
would not air the controversial program,
giving a major boost to the hopes for a national cancellation.
In New York, the National Gay Task
Force has learned ihat two more national
advertisers have withdrawn from the program. Sterling Drug (Bayer Aspirin) and
G~llo Wine cancelled their commercials J
after being shown the strength of the national gay protest.
In Boston. the program wa~ shown to
representatives of the gay community on
Tuesday. Sept. '.24. Following the viewing,
the group discussed its complaints against
the program with Paul Rich , Public Rela-

9.

lions Director for Channel 5. The program
was screened for top station executives on
Thursday and the cancellation was announced Friday morning.
Robert Bennett, General Manager of the
station, ~ontacted Loretta Lotman of Gay
Media Action and explained that he thought
the material.on the program was "not treated objectively." While Bennett claimed that
he had not been forced into the decision by
"pressure groups" and said he was thankful
the gay community had "pointed out a potentially difficult program," the numbers
ofletters and phone calls received by
WCVB surely played a large part in the cancellation decision.
Ms. Lotman hailed the decision as a
major breakthrm1gh in:the fight for gay
power. "For the first time," she said, "we're
finding out that we have a hell of a lot of
power, a loud voice and we don't have to
(Continued on page 6)

Sargent, Dukakis Battle for Gay Votes
by David P. Brill
BOSTON (GCN) - Massachusetts Governor Francis W. Sargent last week launched an all-out effort to "out-gay" his Democratic opponent, Michael Dukakis, by outlining in detail his positions regarding certain gay rights legislation that will be filed
for next year. It had been generally assumed that Sargent would not address himself to the issue during the campaign against
Dukakis, who has taken the same positions
and has been endorsed by Americans for
Democratic Action (ADA) and Citizens for
Participation in Pol_itical Action (CPPAX),
two organizations which traditionally sponsor such legislation.
In a letter to Robert Dow, president of
the Homophile Union of Boston (HUB),
Gov. Sargent stated," ... discrimination
against individuals, whether through stigmatizing law, institutionalized prejudice,
or other unfair employment, housing, and
other practices is wrong and should be eliminated by law." Specifically, Sargent stated
that he supports the amending of the
state's General Laws to outlaw discrimination on the basis of sexual preference in
employment, union membership, housing,
public accommodations, and insurance.
Regarding revision of the state's criminal code, the Governor said that he supports repeal of Sections 34 and 35 of
Chapter 272, which outlaw "the crime
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against nature" and "unnatural and lascivii~ the rights and opportuniti~s of any indiaddress
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vidual or segment of society are diminhimself to Sections 16 and 18 ofChapter
ished."
272, which outlaw "lascivious cohabitation" and "fornication." (Dukakis has
stated that he supports repeal of all four.)
However, since all four sec lions have
traditionally been included within the
same legislation, this omission is seen as
more of an accident than a deliberate error
on Sargent's part. He said, "I strongly believe, in this matter as well as many others,
there is a private.sphere of individual behavior which it is not appropriate or practical for the state to attempt to regulate ."
Sargent said, though, "l strongly disagree with legislation reducing the age of
sexual consent from 21 to I 6," saying that
he did not think the age of I 6 is an appropriate age to be recognized as the age of
sexual consent. The matter is currently
being debated as part of the general revision
of the state's criminal code, known as
S.200, which is being reviewed by the MasIncumbent' Governor Francis Sargent,
sachusetts Bar Association.
nominee.
Republican
will
he
how
on
elaborate
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Sargent
work for or support this legislation as Governor if re-elected. He said that these
"tactics remain to be determined during the
The Governor's statement was a surprise
next session of the legislature," but openly
to most people, even to some of his own
stated that he would sign the bills if they
supporters who were voting for Sargent this
were to come to his desk. He concluded by
year because they felt that Dukakis was
saying, " ... the rights and opportunities of "too radical." Sargent had written a letter

to Rep. Barney Frank on June 14, and at
that time said that he would "take no position" on the bills. Commenting on the Gov1
ernor's remarks, Rep. Frank said, "This
shows what can happen when you apply
the right pressure. When Sargent saw the
top Democratic winners-Dukakis, O'Neill
and Guzzi- all had supported gay rights, he
knew he'd have to move." Frank has endorsed Dukakis for Governor.
Sargent now stands with Donald Gurwitz, the Socialist Workers Party candidate
for Governor, and Democratic nominee
Dukakis insofar as his positions on these
particular legislative issues go. The official
SWP ,position is, "We demand. the repeal of
all legislation against gay people, and demand the enactment of legislation prohibiting discrimination against gay people in
public accommodations, housing, employment, and all other spheres of social life."
(Taken from SWP platform on civil liberties, as reported by CPPAX.)
The Dukakis camp retorted angrily to
Sargent's remarks, terming them a "Sargentcome-lately" approach to the issue. One
aide pointed out that Dukakis had answered CPPAX and ADA favorably on .the issue
as far back as April, while Sargent ignored
the question . "l don't think the gay people
will buy it," he said. An additional Dukakis
statement is forthcoming.
(Continued on page 1 2)

Maine Activities

news notes

by Sturgis Haskins

public event of the season, a dance, on Fri-

BANGOR (GCN) - Gay Support and
Action, Maine's largest homophile organization, has resumed its fall schedule with
two September dances, both termed "highly successful," Despite what was called "an
exceptionally poor response" to a mail
fund-raising drive , a lease has been signed
for new headquarters at 23 Franklin St. in
Bangor. Activities planned for the winter
include a gay. pride weekend, a gay information week, workshops, legal incorporation, and lobbying activities in the state
capital, Augusta. Some of the events will
be held in cooperation with the nearby
Wilde-Stein Club. Don Perry has been elected Chairperson of GSA, succeeding Vic
van der Heyden, who has moved away from
the area.

ORONO (GCN) - A gay organization at
the University of Maine, the Wilde-Stein
Club has attracted national atkntion again.
In a ;ecent election, three of the club's
leading gay activists were elected to the
Student Senate. Karen Bye, Steve Bull and
John Frank won without difficulty, caus•
ing one campus observer to note that "the
Tuesday night Senate meetings will never
be the same." The newly founded WildeStein Club, despite opposition from many
of the state's legislators and clergy, has already initiated Maine's first gay conference.
In addition, the gay campus organization
has won student funding and a lounge in
the Student Union. Club members have
planned further goals. John Frank and
Karen Bye will teach an Abenaki Free College course entitled "Faggotry ." The campus radio station, WMEB, will host a continuing gay radio program. And a peer
counselling program will be started in each
of the 40 dormitories. Also, meetings with
head residents and resident assistants will
be resumed this term, in conjunction with
a program begun last year with the help of
the Dean of Residential Life. That program
was so well received, that a Unitarian filmstrip on homosexuality- used as a visual
aid- was worn out and had to be replaced.
But other university departments have been
cooperative ~swell. This week, a gay consciousness-raising group, under the auspices
of the Student Health Service, was reactivated. And the library has again expressed
interest in another exhibit of gay literature.

+

+

+

BANGOR (GCN) - The manager of a
Bangor television station has discussed the
airing of a controversial "Marcus Welby,
M.D." episode with groups protesting the
proposed broadcast of the program. Robert Gilbertson of WEMT-TV informed the
groups that his station cannot remove the
program "because of the objection of one
group of viewers," and that he has been
"assured by ABC officials in New York that
the program (in question) is in no way offensive. " WEMT facilities would transmit
the Welby installment , "The Ou trage ,"
dealing with the rape of a teenage boy by
his teacher, t o most of eastern Canada .
+
+
+
BAR HARBOR (GCN) - Hancock
County Gays' Sep tember outing has been
held. The outing, hosted by Bette Emerson, took place at "Juniper Ledges," her
retreat at Cadigan Cove. Over 40 persons
reportedly attended.
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PROPOSED AGENDA ANNOUNCED day night, Sept. 27. The dance, held at the
FOR THE INTERNATIONAL
Burton House on Memorial Drive in CamGAY RIGHTS CONGRESS
bridge, was attended by 400 men and 30
EDINBURGH, Scotland (GCN)-Details
have been announced for the proposed
agenda of the International Gay Rights Congress. The Congress, to take place Dec. 1822, 1974, in Edinburgh, is expected to attract over 500 delegates from around the
world. In a letter to GCN News Editor
Ellen B. Davis, Congress Organizer Derek
Ogg asked that GCN readers comment on
the proposed agenda. Among the topics are
discussions of national and international
laws, the status of gay women, the needs of
young and old homosexuals, counselling
and befriending, the fight against persecution, and international action. Other features listed in the "Provisional Programme
-E.R.C. 1974" are workshops and discussion groups, including talks with the parents
of gays from the U.S.A. and Australia. In
addition, there will be cultural and other
entertainment, and social functions during
the evenings. GCN readers with comments
or suggestions may direct them to the Congress Secretary _ Ian C. Dunn, 8b Mayfield
Gardens, Edinburgh EH9 2BU, Scotland.
Package tours to the Congress, so that
American gay delegates can travel there economically, have been organized. Two package tours are available in the New England/
New York area. For information on the
round-trip plan leaving Boston, contact the
group coordinator at the GCN office. For
details on the trip leaving New York City,
contact the Tour Director, National Gay
Task Force, 80 Fifth Ave., New York City
1001 L
+
+
+

GAY STUDENT GROUP AT M.I.T.
HOLDS SUCCESSFUL DANCE
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (GCN)- The Student Homophile League of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology held its first

women, according to the admission tally.
Most of those who went to the dance were
college-age. An officer of the M.I.T. gay
campus organization, Harry Ugol , explained that "at M.I.T., there are 4,000 undergraduates and 4,000 graduate students, of
which a very sizable proportion are gay."
Ugol said he was '-'satisfied with the turnout" at the dance, and added that most of
the proceeds from the $ 1.25 admission
charge ($1 with flower) will be used to put
into operation, "hopefully next month," a
gay student lounge on campus. Ugol says
that although they need furniture and other
items to open the lounge, they already have
space provided for it. And he said the purpose of the lounge was to "provide a place
for gays on campus to meet." Another officer of the M.I.T. gay group, Irv Englander,
said the presence of two campus policemen
at last week's dance was "according to college rules." He pointed out there was a
minor problem at a similar function last
year, but the "campus police handled it
nicely ." There was no such disturbance this
time . Englander says the M.I.T. Student
Homophile League, founded five years ago,
now has 50 or 60 members. The next public activity is scheduled for next spring.

+
+
+
CHARGES RAISED OF ANTI-GAY
DISCRIMINATION BY HOSPITAL
BOSTON (GCN)-A Boston man J:ia~
charged that a doctor at Peter Bent Brigham Hospital gave him insulting, patronizing, and unprofessional treatment. Robert
Kramer , 25, told GCN that he was upset by
what happened to him at the hospital on
Sept. 23. He said that although one doctor
there examined him without any difficulties, a second doctor called in for consultation refused to treat him, saying no proced-

ure was indicated. Kramer charged that the
second doctor breached the confidentiality
of the doctor-patient relationship by unnecessarily disclosing to others at the clinic
that Kramer was gay. And he said the doctor's attitude was, "You 're wasting my
time." The following day, Kramer says he
complained about the incident to a Surgical
-Clinic official, who was reportedly sympathetic about the charges of patronizing and
unprofessional conduct, but who refused to
reverse the medical opinion. Kramer added
that he next discussed the incident with
Fengay, a group that oversees a gay health
night at the Fenway Community Health
Center, and who referred him to the hospital. Kramer told GCN that Fengay advised him to put his complaints in a letter to
the hospital administration. He said the
basic cause of discrimination against gays in
medical treatment is the failure of medical
schools to educate their students as to the
specialized needs of minority groups.
+
+
+

DRAG QUEENS SHOWING UP IN
DENVER
DENVER (GCN)-Transvestites- men
dressing as women-have begun appearing
at many Denver gay bars and cruising areas,
following the repeal of a city ordinance prohibiting the wearing of clothes of another
sex on city streets. That was reported to the
Gay Community News this week by a gay
Denver resident. And the State of Colorado has had for about two years a consensual sex law, permitting sexual activities
between consenting adults. But recently, in
the community of Boulder, a controversial
gay civil rights ordinance was defeated by
public referendum. The Denver gay explained, "they've got a lot of red-necks down
there." Several large U.S. cities, among
them Detroit and San Francisco, have city
ordina~ces forbidding discrimination on the
basis of one's sexual orientation.
/

Anti-G-ay· Governor Gears Up for Election
CONCORD, N.H. - (GCN)- New Hampshire's anti-gay Governor , Meldrim Thomson Jr., is gearing up his campaign for reelection to a second two-year term. In the
September 10th Republican gubernatorial
primary, Thomson defeated three others
seeking the party's nomination . Governor
Thomson is widely known for his verbal attacks on gays and his opposition to the Gay
Students Organization on the Durham campus of the University of New Hampshire,
including a threat to cut off the University's
multi-million-dollar budget if GSO activities were not curtailed. In the primary, the
Governor defeated his nearest opponent,
state Senate President David Nixon, by a
4-3 margin. A Thomson campaign aide, who
preferred that his name not be used, told
Gay Community News that the ultra-conservative Governor beat moderate candidate
Nixon by "a little under 10,000 votes."
The same aide confessed that the anti-gay
Governor "ran weakly in Keene , Concord,
and Portsmouth as expected , because those
were liberal areas." And he said the biggest fa ctor in the win was the Governor 's
"stand on taxes," meaning opposition to
them . New Hampshire is the only state in
the nation withou t a general sales or income
tax; the operation of sta te government is
fi nanced heavil y through the "sin taxes":
volume sales o f low-priced cigarettes, the
sale of low-p riced alcoholic beverages by
the State Liq uor Store monopoly, and
horse and dog track revenue. The campaign

aide did not comment on the Governor's
anti-gay crusading as a factor in the primary
win. In the November general election,
Thomson faces conmderable opposition
from the Democratic candidate , former
state legislator Richard Leonard of Nashua,
also a conservative. Most New Hampshire
gays reportedly preferred more liberal Democrats to Leonard, although he is not known
to have made any anti-gay statements.
Other top spots on the November New
Hampshire ballot will find liberal Democrat
John Durkin running against·conservative
Republican Louis Wyman for the U.S. Senate. Moderate Democrat Norm D'Amours
beat liberal Sylvia Chaplain in the first district Congressional primary. In November,
D' Amours will face conservative Republican David Banks. Political newcomer: Banks
has the full support of New Hampshire's
only statewide newspaper, the anti-gay
Manchester Union Leader, and its contraversial publisher William Loeb. This summer,
Loeb was criticized by many readers, liberal
and conservative alike, for his tabloid-style,
front-page feature "expose" series on Manchester's gay bars. A number of read~rs ,
in published letters to Loeb , were agamS!
t t
b · ·
·
the three-day seqes as emg m poo r as e or
th
se t ting a bad example for e young. Th e
series,authored by R. Warre~ Pe ase, sh~wed
photographs of gays emb;achmg or danbcmg
inside one of Mancheste r st ree gay ars,
and gave a printed account of wh at Pease
described as an "initiation rite" by a lesbian
•
on an adolescen t iprl.

NEWPORT, N.H.-(GCN)-A top campaign organizer says the failure of New
Hampshire voters to nominate either Republican David Nixon or Democrat Harry
Spanos for Governor is due to the Manchester Union Leader. Priscilla Spanos, the
sister-in-law and top campaign organizer
of defeated candidate Spanos, made the
charge in an interview with the Gay Community News. In an extremely close threeway race, front-runner Spanos was edged
out by some 2,000 votes by Richard Leonard. Another surprise in the Democratic
gubernatorial primary was the impressive
showing by state Representative Hugh
Gallen, who nearly equalled the Spanos
vote. Both Gallen and state Senate VicePresident Sp·a nos are liberals, and both
had sharply criticized anti-gay Governor
Meldrim Thomson Jr. in their primary campaigns. The equally anti-gay Union Leader
backed Thomson with strong support, and
made Spanos the target of insults and ·
•jibes, including the epithet "Midnight
Harry." In analyzing the primary election
·II
results Ms. Spanos told GCN "W
never know if there was any ~nti-~r:~k· G k
America11 sentlffi· ent " S
panos 1s ree American. Adding that "New Ham shire Democrats stick together'" sh!
said both Spanos and Gallen h~ve announced their support fo r Leonard tJl.·'.·
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BOSTON GAY DRAMATIZES FIGHT
AGAINST CANADIAN IMMIGRATION LAW
by Gary Johnson

TORONTO, Ont. (GCN)-A gay activist
from Boston, who was deported from Canada for life last month, had no problem
returning to Canada this month. That's the
story in the Toronto Star of Sept. 21, headlined "Banned homosexual sneaks into Canada." John Kyper, 26, a law student at the
University of Massachusetts, made the unlawful return to "dramatize the absurdity
and injustice of those sections of the (Canadian) Immigration Act which discriminate
against homosexuals." In August, Kyper
was deported from Canada while hitchhiking to Toronto. At the customs station on
the Ontario side of the Niagara Falls Whirlpool Bridge, he declared 30 copies of Boston's Gay Community News, and for that
reason was detained for over two hours and
interrogated by Canadian customs officers
about his homosexuality. Then Kyper was
deported under Paragraph 5 of the Immigration Act, which forbids homosexuals
from entering Canada, along with prostitutes, pimps, chronic alcoholics, drug addicts an_d traffickers, subversives, and the
insane. At the time of his deportation, Kyper was told he could never enter Canada
again, and would be subject to arrest if he
did.
But Kyper returned the weekend before
last, flying into Toronoto International Airport, dressed in a coat and tie, and sporting
a fresh haircut. This time he had no trouble
getting past customs. Sponsored by Toronto
Gay Alliance Toward Equality (GATE),
Kyper spent three days in the city as an illegal alien. For several years, GATE and
other Canadian gay groups have lobbied for

a change in the discriminatory Immigration
Act. In 1966, a White Paper on immigration had proposed the dropping of all references to homosexuality. These changes
were never enacted, even though the Omnibus Act of 1969 legalized adult homosexual
behavior. In December, another report
recommending changes in the Immigration
'
Act is due.

ed through airport customs." Looking back
they are violated all of the time. Their very
the protest trip, Kyper told GCN,
on
little
what
that
unenforceability guarantees
I "GATE spokesperson Terry Phillips and I
enforcement is made will be arbitrary and
capricious." Kyper explained that "Victims · both were interviewed about the inequities
of the Immigration Act. Ironically, we even
are understandably reluctant to come forappeared on the government's own radio
discrimination.
of
ward with the evidence
network, the CBC." Adding_that although
GATE knew of several such incidents. Now
it had caught the government with its pants _ he was subject to arrest, the gay activist
noted that he was never bothered during his
down ... the Star quoted an Immigration _
three-day stay. "My visit was just one incideportation
my
that
Department official
was the first he had ever seen on the grounds dent in GATE's continuing campaign to get
the Canadian government to change its disof homosexuality. GATE then asked me if
immigration laws. Their chancriminatory
I would come to Toronto and surface. I
are much greater than ours
success
of
ces
governCanadian
the
would be confronting
ment with an embarrassing choice: arrest or here in the United States, where the immigration laws still exclude individuals, not
deport me and call even more attention to
a stupid law, or ignore my illegal visit. After only for homosexuality, but also with the
surreal ·c ategorization of 'suspected homoconsidering the risks, J decided to go. I
sexual'."
really had nothing to fear once I had breez-

Cimino To Face Noble
Although: Canadian immigration officials
by Staff
reportedly maint~in that the discriminatory
Attorney Joseph P. Cimino of Boston
act is not enforced, Kyper says his deportaannounced his candidacy for the office
has
tion is proof that it i~. Upon his return to
Representative from the Sixth
State
of
CommunGay
Boston, the gay activist told
Suffolk District. Cimino, 31, will be runity News that "such apathy is characteristic
ning as an Independent against Democraoffederal officials, who have assumed that
tic nominee Elaine Noble, in the general
.
gay oppression in Canada disappeared with
the Omnibus Act. During the recent national election on November 5th. He is a 1969
graduate of Suffolk Law School, and is
election campaign, Prime Minister Trudeau
presently serving as an Assistant District
was confronted by gay liberationists at a
Attorney for Norfolk County.
Liberal Party rally, and he snapped: 'You
Cimino says that he has gained the su·pdidn't thank us in 1969.' But of course,
1
of many former workers of defeated
port
enforced.
occasionally
are
sections
these
Democratic candidate Helene Johnson for
Like the sex laws in most American states,
his campaign. However, he insists that
this is not a campaign against homosexuality_ "This campaign will be run on the
issues-crime, housing, rent control, city
services-a person's private life will not
come into this campaign. I would welcome
the chance to debate Ms. Noble," he said.
Cimino says that he, not Noble, is representative of the "New Politics." He says
that Noble's spending of over $12,000 is
indicative of the fact that she is just the
same old machine politics, big money people. Cimino says that he plans. to spend no
more than $7500 in his campaign.•

CONG. HARRINGTON

TO SUPPORT GAY BILL
by Staff
Congressman Micha~l J. Harrington (DMass.) has announced that he plans to support HR 14752, the "Equality Act of 1974,"
which was filed in Congress this year .by
Reps. Bella Abzug and Edward Koch of New

I, ••

York. Harrington, whose Sixth Congressional
District includes most of the North Shore
(from Lynn through Newburyport), made
the announcement in a statement on September 23.
· In making the announcement, Harrington said that discrimination on the basis
of sexual preference "goes beyond the
bounds of legitimate government intervention into civil rights. He said that supporting the Abzug-Koch bill, which would ammend the Civil Rights Acts to include the
term "sexual preference," would cause him
"no difficulty." Senator Edward M. Kennedy has already indicated that he will also
support the bill.
Harrington, though, stated that the chances for the bill's passage are "not good this
session," citif!g the backlog of work tha_t the
Judiciary Committee, which must review
the bill, has, because of the impeachment
investigations and the Rockefeller confirmation. He said, however, that if enough
gay and concerned voters were to write
Congressman Peter Rodino, Chairman of
the Judiciary Committee, Rodino might be
"persuaded to complete action this year."

.

Independent Joseph P. Cimino of Boston
On the issues, Cimino appears to differ
little with Noble. He says he will sponsor
all gay rights legislation if elected, and he
is opposed to the new pornography laws.

Cimino says that his experience as an Assistant District Attorney will be especially
valuable to help him combat the major issue, which he feels is crime. Cimino says
thaf the voters of Suffolk Six wourd be
wiser in selecting him as their State Representative because he would be a more effective legislator than Ms. Noble.
His campaign committee has a headquarters at 316 Newbury Street in the Back
Bay.

Annou nces
Police Policies
by Staff
BOSTON (GCN)-Rep. Barney Frank
announced this week that the use of Boston
Police Department's "Inspection of Licensed Premises" form has been discontinued.
Police Commr. Robert J. DiGrazia advised
Frank of the change in a letter to him recently. The form had been protested as
discriminatory by the Homophile Union of
Boston (HUB) and Frank.
DiGrazia has been ambiguous, however
regarding Fr.ank's suggestion to appoint a
citizens committee to study the use of
Field Interrogation and/or Observation
_ (FJO) reports. HUB officials have stated
that their organization will continue to
protest the FIO system.
On another matter, Rep. Frank this week
announced that he is asking the police de•
partment to station one uniformed patrolman on "The Block" during the late night
hours to control the heavy cruising that
has been going on there. He said that the
residents of the neighborhood have been
unable to sleep because of all the noise
generated by the cruising traffic during the
late night and early morning hours.
c,I don't see why they can't go over to
Park Square instead," he said. He asked
that gay people frequenting "The Block"
go to a non-residential area. Because of
the threat of police action, as well as the
recurring reports of anti-gay violence in the
area, Frank says that "The Block" is not
an appropriate area for cruising.
GCN, October 5, 1974 + Page 3
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EDITORIAL
the little engine that could
The Gay Community deserves a pat on
the back for some of the results of arbitration in the last few weeks. We can do it,
but most important, is that the example
must not fall by the wayside , unnoticed,
but instead be used for incentive to continue.
The cancellation by WCVB of the "Marcus Welby" episode proves that letters and
phone calls do work, and the more such action, the more reaction comes from it. Not
only WCVB , but also WNAC , responded to
action by the community and is now running an editorial by a member of the community as well as their own pro-gay rights
editorial. It is time to be aware that we are
beginning to come into our own in the
power of push, and now is the time to push
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dear animal

hey Nolder

[Editorial Note: A few weeks ago Linda
Lachman, publisher of GCN, sent a pointed
letter to William Loeb at the Manchester
Union Leader in response to his series of
blasts against the sins of gayness in Manchester, New Hampshire. Since the Leader
publishes letters along with the writer' s
full name and address, Linda received the
following hate-mail at her home . ]

An Open Letter to A. Nolder Gay , Ph.D.,
L.H.D.:

.:..,inda Lachman:
Have sent your letter in the Union
Leader to the chief of police in your home
town to let them know of a degenerate residing in their city.
In case minors are assaulted by one like
you, committing an unnatural act on them ,
or is murdered by a degenerate like you ,
they will look you up .
You dirty, immoral , filthy animal.
A Christian
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Dear A. Nolder,
I enjoy your column and I sincerely
respect your right to whatever amount of
"visibility" you wish your Gay life to have.
However , I am offended by the off.hand
way you slight your :value, and all professional Gays' value, as role niodels to
other Gay people and especially Gay
students [ ... ]
I agree that twenty-year-olds probably
do not need "ideas about happy sexual
relations" from their professors. But,
as a homosexual you must realize that
there is a profound lack of visible, professionally successful Gay people- people
who are successful and not hiding their
Gay life . This lack is extremely obvious
when scaled next to successful Blac_ks and
· women . Too many Gay persons I know
joke about "If they only knew at the
office!" This attitude only reinforces
the dogma that a Gay individual can only
be successful by "passing" from nine-tofive.
I don't say you must relate your
courses to Gay theme s, or start a Gay
studies program, become an official or
unofficial counsellor to Gay students. Not
every Black or woman teaches Bl ack or
Feminist courses, or is even involved in
their respective movements. But at least
every Black or woman is visibly demonstrating that " It can be done- I'm hereand you can be , too." This is the .type of
role model Gay people need .
Respectfutly ,
Michael Kelley
Boston

Nome _ _ __ _ __ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ _

- --

tives there admit that five or ten pieces of
mail on any of their bills is considered a
landslide of public response. They need to
hear from us.
Primary results in Massachusetts proved
that gay rights is not necessarily a damaging issue to candidates anymore, ~nd the
gubernatorial race now seems to be courting
the gay vote from all sides.
So we have come a long way- farther
than we expected , perhaps, in this amount
of time. There is certainly a long way to go,
however,and much change still to be spurred , yet we know now that it can be done .
The letters and phone calls, though, must
continue to flow . So, after pat ting yourself
on the back, sit down and get your fingers
ready to work again , and again , and again ...

LETTERS

SUBSCRIBE
Street
City- -

further, not to stop. The point for stopping
is still far in the future .
Four more advertisers pulled out from
the national Welby broadcast due to the
large gay protest, but another large company
has bought time, and several others remain
firm in their commitments- they need to
hear from us.
Legislation is pending on a national level
which could overstep the discriminatory 1
laws left in every state in the union. One
congressperson said that if enough gay and
concerned voters are heard from , there is a
chance of passage this year. They need to
hear from us.
Our own Massachusetts State House will
be considering gay rights legislation again
when they go into session, and representa-

Born Welby
Dear People :
First of all, HOORAY FOR US!! The
Boston cancellation of Welby is an important step in the evolution of a unified gay
community. No one person caused the cancellation; every person who wrote a letter,
called, telegraphed or worked in any way to
help had a part in the WCVB decision. My
deepest ·thanks to all of the people who
helped make it happen. We may not have
won a national cancellation yet but we 're
closer lhan anyone ever dreamed was possible. Mass media will tfiink many times before they tread on us in the future . There
JS gay power and it lies in the ability of all
of us to work together.
Next, I would like to reply to my sisters
who wrote to GCN last week about "Born
Innocent." I did not see the program , but
I have certainly heard enough about it in
the last few weeks to realize the damage it
has done. I would like to clear up a few
points. All three networks agreed in the
past year to allow the National Gay Task
Force (NGTF) or other authorized gay organizations to review scripts dealing with
homosexuality before all.owing them into
production. ABC honored the agreement
and that's how we found out about "Welby." However, NBC did not submit "Born
Innocent" to NGTF or anyone else; the first
we knew about it was the night it aired. The
energy currently going into Welby took almo st six weeks to generate; part of the excitement is in the fact we may force something off the air before it can appear and
damage the community any further. "Born
Innocent" has already aired and there is no
way to take back that unfortunate airing .
HOWEVER, the program is NOT being ignored. NGTF has already contacted NBC
in New York and informed them that after
the Welby protest has concluded, they are
next. All the energy that has gone into the
Welby protest is going to be shifted to NBC
and "Born Innocent." Believe me, no one
ever dreamed the gay community could
muster so much power against a gad program. Every network is watching ABC closely; they know that advertisers have canceli
led, two affiliates have ·cancelled and ABC
ulcers are bleeding every time someone mentions ''gay." NBC is realizing all too well the
force the gay community now has on a national basis. They also know from letters
and phone calls that they blew it in "Born
(continued on next page)
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Innocent." They get "theirs" next:The details of our protest are being worked out
right now, but will definitely include a ban
on that program so that it is never again
aired anywhere; a public apology from
NBC; an enforceable promise that they will
submit gay-related scripts to NGTF; and
positive program development about gay
people in general and lesbians in particular.
Now-to my gay brothers: Lesbians
worked every step of the way to help stop
Welby, a male-oriented script. We will continue to work until a national cancellation
is guaranteed. It is your responsibility, now,
to support gay women in protesting "Born
Innocent." If there is to be female/male
unity in the movement, now is the time to
work actively for it. Bad gay programming
hurts us all; until we can stop all the shit
and start working on a positive image in
media, we can't rest. Please, write when-you
can to: Herb Schlosser, President, NBC, 30
Rockefeller Center, New York City 10020
or call (212) 247-8300.
· Gay Pride and Love ,
Loretta Lotman

en gar de
Dear Editor:
Having read recently in your publication about the many acts of violence being
aimed at gay prothers and sisters, I felt
compelled to put forth a few thoughts on
the concept of "Gay Self-Defense."
In this light I feel the Gay Movement can
learn from the Women's Liberation movement which has taken firm actions to fend
off violent sexual assault, rape, and other
violent acts of aggression aimed at the
female. Throughou t the country, Women's
Liberation and Feminist groups have set up
and organized Anti-rape and Anti-sexual
assault centers and groups which include
actual workshops in Judo and Karate
amongst other types of selfdefense . In
those areas where such groups have not
been organized, women have been encouraged to take self-defense courses to protect themselves from violent assault.
-~ I..t see1;1s tq_ me, as it must to you all at
GCN, that the personal safety of gay people in this country as well as in the Greater
Boston area has reached a point requiring
more than traditional warnings on how to
avoid violent physical assault. We are
certainly beyond the "turn the other
cheek" approach. Many of us have turned
too many cheeks already.
Therefore, it would seem almost an
obligation for the growing number of gay
liberation service centers as well as organizations to begin to start dealing with the
concept of "Gay Self Defense" now and
start to provide gay people with lessons in
terms of basic self defense tactics just as
many feminist anti-rape centers do.
After all, Gay Liberation does mean
"Fight Back."
A service could also be rendered by
GCN in this area. Your newspaper could
begin to investigate available literature,
data, and studies as well as interview
public officials on their stand towards
rendering aid to gay people who are sub-

ject to violent assault and murder. But
better yet, your newspaper could serve
the needed function of organizing a self
defense effort and coordinate such a
'Mobilization Against Violence' in an
aggressive manner.
Remember, Lavender Smokey the Gay
Bear says, "Gay Liberation means fight
back-Figh t Back now!!!"
In Gay Liberation,
Joel Starkey
Boca Raton, Florida
(Editorial Note: While GCN could certainly benefit the community by sharpening
the tools of investigative journalism, we
cannot put our energies into ·direct ori~nization or co-ordinati on of such ·a 'Mobilization'; because, quite simply, we have
the paper itself to tend to each and every
week. People are concerned, and things
are happening. If a gay defense group is to
continue development, the sustained and
new efforts of the gay community at large
are a necessity.]

GREETINGS!
CORRECTION TO "GAY RIGHTS
IN THE USSR"
The article, "Gay Rights in the USSR,"
which appeared ·in the Sept. 14 issue of
GCN, was largely based on informatio n
from the pamphlet, The Homosexual Rights
Movement ( 1864-1935 ), by John Lauritsen
and David Thorstad.

saw see
Editors:
Having not seen GCN for about 10
issues, until recently, I want to comment
on some things. I see movement paranoia
still runs through some veins. (Letter to
the Editor from Sheri, in the second of
September 's issues no. 12) I must protest
this attack! GCN must be given a hearty
round of applause for stepping out beyond
news of visiting dignitaries from N.Y. and
notices about dances and meetings. Let
us all learn to search out the truth rather
than force ourselves to acknowledge it
only when it steps into our bedrooms.
The only problem I had with the story
was that it was written to be deciphered
rather than t o be read. A confusing,. but
nonetheless noble effort.
The people from HCHS might like to
know that several people have commented
that the "everybody 's autobiography ... "
ad sounds like old files have been published
and are now on sale. I guess that's not the
case? Too bad.
Features too often seem either a little
dull (though not offensive at least), or
opinionated "studies" without wit or insight are disguised as careful thinking.
There must be some creative people out.
there who ~an write intelligent articles.
David A. DeNeef
Boston

10,

MS.

GAY HEAL TH NIGHT
Fenway Community Health Center
267-7573
16 Haviland St., Boston
Sponsor~d by HCHS
Wednesday evenings 6:30-9:30 p . m.
V. D. and general medical

The Rev. Randall Gibson
Ms. Steffi Sommer
Mr. James Slattery
Mr. William Fahey
Invite you to attend a gala dinner celebration at the Charles
Street Meetinghouse, 70 Charles .
St., Beacon Hill, Thursday, October 17, 1974 at eight-thirty
o'clock continuing until late in
the evening with entertainment
and dancing.
Donation $15 per person.
R.S.V.P., Steffi Sommer, 70
Charles St., Boston by October
14, 1974.
Sponsore d by the Committe e to
Elect Elaine Noble.

MENU

an annotated listing of bars, baths, bookstores , calligraphers, campsites, candlemakers, jewelers, movers, photographers, piano tuners, pizzarias, restaurants ...
people and businesses serving the New England Gay Communit y.
The Gay Cruise-Aider originally appeared in GCN as a five-part series. It is
currently being revised, updated and enlarged; to be reprinted in late October as
a separate, convenient gay directory.
In the meant'ime, a limited number of back issues of GCN, containing the
original Gay Cruise-Aider series, are available at the GCN office for 25 cents each.
or by mail for 35 cents each (entire series of 5 parts, by mail> for $1.50). All mailed
in a sealed envelope. Specify which issue(s) you want:
quantity
Boston-Cambridge (GCN No. 'l-42) (reprint of CruiseAider only; complete issue ofGCN has been sold out) _ _ __
Part 2: Northern New England-V t., N.H., Me. (GCN l-4S)
Part 3: Provincetown (GCN 1-48)
Part 4: Suburban & Rural Massachusetts (GCN 1-52)
Part l:

Part S: Southern New England-Conn., R.I. (GCN 2-3)

Strfff
City ________ ____ Stole_ _ _ Zip _ __

polls Septem ber
1974 of

ELAINE
NOBLE

The Gay Uruise-Aider

Name

In recogn ition- of the
histori c victory at the

Hors d'oeuvre
Hot Roast Beef
Boiled Lobster
Baked Salmon
Roast Turkey
Roast Capon
Clams on the Half-Shell
Shrimps
Swedish Meatballs
Cold Meats
Roast Beef
Corned Beef
Rolled Beef
Salami
Bologna
Cheeses
Salad Nicoise
Oriental Salad
Potato Salad
Fruit Salad
Cole Slaw
Delmonico Potato
Root Vegetable Au Gratin
Assorted Breads & Rolls
Desserts & Beverages

clip and mail to:
GCN/GCA
22 Bromfield Street
Boston, MA 02108
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WELBY BANNED
(Continued from page 1)
A

lose when dealing with the straight commu¥?°,:-_
·'
.
nity. We all pulled together, men and wo,~
.•,!
men, out or closeted, and proved.that there ' ~
.~
is a gay community capable of working in ~ _; ]..,
unison."
~
~ In Philadelphia, ABC affiliate WPVI not ~ - 1 ~ .
only cancelled the program, but issued a
~ .- .....,.
,,,,_·
strong_gay rights statement. The statement G
read, in part: "It appears to us from the
~,
outset of this program that integral to the
·
author's original premise is a false' stereotype of homosexuals as persons who pursue
and sexually assault young boys. The presentation contains substantial improbabili- ~ ¾
ties and contradictions that impinge upon ~
-½
the credibility of the situation portrayed
while actively reinforcing the negative
llKe a sieve" as gays at all levels within the
stereotype ... We are equally and especially company have covertly joined the protest.
concerned about the additional burdens of
Network executives have kept most inforprejudice that the airing of a shallow and
mation ab 9 ut the "Outrage" as confidential
facile treatm~nt of such an explosive and
as possible and have reportedly increased
confused subJect area will doubtless lay
security measures around their main buildupon a newly emerging minority in our soing. However, well-positioned contact peociety. Consequently and having also in mind
pie have kept NGTF and GMA informed of
pending legislation in City Council affectevery major development as it has haping the civil rights of homosexual persons,
pened.
we have elected not to carry this particular
Ms. Lotman and Gay Media Action warn,
program and have so notified the ABC Nethowever, that the battle is not yet av.er.
work."
"The Outrage" is still scheduled to air on
ABC officials held a second screening of
over 200 statior.s around the country and
the program last Friday to determine wheABC has not yet decided to withdraw it
ther they will air the show nationally or not. from national broadcast on Oct. 8. Cards,
Boston and Philadelphia are the two top
letters and phone calls are still needed to
ABC affiliated stations in terms of the numhelp convince ad agencies, sponsors and the
ber of people reached and constitute benetwork to withdraw the program. Pleasetween 8-10% of the ABC national audience.
write immediately to Elton Rule, President,
{ABC stations in New York, Chicago and
ABC Inc., 1330 Avenue of the Americas,
Los Angeles are all owned and operated by
NEw York City 10019 or call 212-LTl -7777.
the network and locked into any network
progr.amming.) Inside sources at ABC in
BULLETIN
New York report that network executives
NEW YORK CITY (GCN)-The east
~re shaken by the cancellations and growcoast executive office of ABC said Monmg lack of sgonsor support. They are also
d
-h tl· M us Welby sllow "The Out.d b
. 'd
G M d'
ay t at te arc
,
pAart~n01 a otuttohurt 1tnhs1 e sourcke~. "layk' e ia rage," will be aired as planned on Oct. 8.
c 10n repor s a
e networ 1s ea mg
ABC has sent telegrams to all affiliates urg~

-ijJ

v.

Q. TAYLOR
PHOTOGRAPHER
Box 49 (617) 566-7041
Waverly, Mass. 02179

DIEi DIE I
Ragtime piano Sun. through Thurs.
Mixology of your ice cream
cocktail favorites. All in a

·ing stations not to succumb to any pressure
Spot No, 6b
groups and to air th~ Welby show. Gay
groups in New York are working on a letter
to counteract the one ABC has sent out and
will be mailing it out by Tuesday.
Thomas J. Lipton, Inc., has pulled out of
their advertising spot. The Colage Palmolive l(
Company bought one of the remaining time
spots on Friday afterno..on and cancelled
several hours later.
WABC in New York City says, "The
show will go on!" An inside source at the
station told GCN that the main reason is
that there is nothing to show in place of the
Unisex Hair
Welby episode.

f/

S. C. JOHNSON & SON, INC.
(no specific product ad chosen;,
products include Johnson's
Wax items such as Pledge,
Glory, Jubilee, etc.), Racine,
Wis. 53403, (414) 554-2000;
agency, FOOTE, CONE,.
BELDING & CO., 200 Park
Ave., NYC 10017, (212) 9737000.

Ttil CUTTl:.IRY

ADVERTISERS FOR 'FHE OCT. 8 EPISODE
OF "MARCUS WELBY,.M.D.," "THE OUTRAGE":
Spot No. 4a

Spot No . 4b

Spot No. Sa

Spot No. Sb

Cutting
119 Charles Street
Boston
227-0119

AMERICAN CYANAMID
(BRECK DIVISION) (PineMon.-Fri. 10-6
Sol), Berdan Ave., Wayne, N.J.
Sat.
9:30-4
07470, (201) 831-1234;
agency, BATTEN, BARTON,
DURSTINE & OSBORN, INC., 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
383MadisonAve.,NYC 10017, •- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
(212) 355-5800.
Donald P. Williams
AMERICAN HOME PRODUCT
REGISTERED ELECTROLOGIST
CORPORATION (no specific
(permanent hair remo_val)
product ad chosen; products
include Easy-Off, PAM, Neet,
419 BOYLSTON ST.
SUITE 60L
Woolite, Anacin and Dristan),
BOSTON, MA..02116 , (61J)267-8180
685 Third Ave., NYC 10017,
consultations ~vited
(212) 986-1000; agency, JOHN
F. MURRAY AGENCY (same
address and telephone number
as client).
STERLING DRUG, INC.
(LEHN & FINK DIVISION)
(no specific product ad chosen; products include Lysol,
Body-All, and Stridex), 680 .
Fifth Ave., NYC 10019, (212)
24 7-4100; agency, SULLIVAN,
STAUFFER, COLWELL & BA
LES, INC., 575 Lexington Ave.,.
NYC 10017, (212) 688-1600.
PET FOOD PRODUCTS (no
specific product ad chosen;
products include various processed food items), 250 North
St., White Plains, N .Y . 10605,
(914) 694-2500; agency, LEE,
KING, & PARTNERS, 360
N. Michigan Ave. , Chicago
60601. (312) 645-6600.

GAY
PHOTO
STUDIO
Singles-couples--etc.

Portfol i'os $65

DANIEL: 211-2484
261-5085

1920s ice cream parlour~~;;'
atmosphere

GAJ ·DANCE
Friday,

Oct.

4 - 9-1

a.m.

Benefit for the
Charles Street Meetinghouse
Sponsored by Homophile Community Health Service

Donation $2.00 at the 4oor - ,.at
_ J}eer available.
THE CHARLES STREET .MEETINGHOUSE
WARM LIGHTING, HOT MUSIC Gf,ME ROOM INTIMATE DANCE FLOOR
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The Medical Counterpoint View Of-

HOMOSEXU ALITY: THREAT OR MENACE?
by Thomas Mayer
I
tee the next generation its numbers, but
A wjdely-read medical periodicai has proI
also to furnish civilization with its driving
vided a so-called discussion of homosexuality
I
force." Well, who has ~ver advocated the
which reminds one of National Lampoon's
abolition of heterosexuality? Even the
cover entitled ."Pornography: Threat or Mefiercest gay liberationist admits to the manace?" The periodical is Medical Counter*Homosexuality is the most wide+"During treatment, the homosexjority status of heterosexuals: Dr. Hart
point, and the opposing articles in the
spread form of adult sexual deviaual impulse lessens in intensity, and
seems to have succumbed to the myth of
tion, to use that tarnished but still
August-September issue are entitled "Homothe formerly inhibited heterosexual
homosexuality as contagious. And since
sexuality: A sexual-Object Distortion" and
functioning term.
impulse is strengthened."
when does heterosexuality have a monopoly
"Homosexuality: A Psychological Addicas
the one and only driving force of civilition." Both articles assume that homosexzation? To top off this series of groundless,
uality is a psychological disorder of some
opinionated rambling disgu.ised as argument,
sort, this assumption giving rise to the
Dr. Hart adds a lesson from physics: "As I
Tweedledum-Tweedledee nature of the titinterpret the historical process, heterosexules and texts of both articles. The two artiality is a key biological mechanism in the
cles both suffer from the rambling, aimless
counterbalancing of nature's implacable
theorizing of two M.D.'s who seem to base
movement toward destruction, as enunciated
all of their ideas on the pathology of the
in the second law of thermodynamics, the
+In the homosexual, the sexual imcases which come before them.
entropy law.". So much for ecology-and so
pulse is the sole pleasure."
The first article, "Homosexuality: A
much for logical thinking.
*The pre-homosexual child and
Sexual-Object Distortion" by Roy H. Hart,
The second article, "Homosexuality: A
adolescent can be readily evaluated.
M.D., is the worse of the two; Hart refers
Psychological Addiction" by Richard E.
to such self-styled experts on homosexuaIf treatment is begun before homoFrenkel, M.D., is less shrill than the first, but
lity as Irving Bieber, M.D. and Charles Socasexual activity is engaged in, the
is more overgeneralized and more simplistic.
rides, M.D., and relies almost entirely on the
prognosis for developing normal
Dr. Frenkel offers such flat statements as
Freudian model, which leads him to such
heterosexuality is good.
overgeneralized statements as "The child"The homosexual is constantly seeking af+The dynamics of homosexuality
like adult and the homosexual are narcisfection; no matter how many times he has
are intimately related to loneliness;
sistic." Everyone, when seeking a lover, is
.homosexual relations, he never feels comhomosexuality psychologically conmore or less "narcissistic" in that everyone
pletely satiated. In the homosexual, the
stitutes a sexually substitutive addictends to choose others who best reinforce
sexual impulse is the sole pleasure. It is sad
tion for the lack of affection.
and reflect one's own self-image.
and ironic, but the very cause of homosexuA little further on, Dr. Hart digresses to
ality is loneliness." This last statement is
mention that "during the Napoleonic Era,
particularly misleading. Loneliness "causes"
when the cream of French manhood was
one sexuality no more than any other, but
+The homosexual relationship has
contained deep inside Russia, some forlorn
provides a state of mind which leads a permore intensity and feeling and is
wives, sweethearts, and mistresses back in
son to seek others. It is truly sad and iroFrance were finding substitute sexual gratimore satisfying than masturbation.
nic that Dr. Frenkel cannot distinguish befication by engaging in practices with their
tween his homosexual clientele and the
dogs:" Obviously, according to Dr. Hart ,
overall homosexual public. Staten1ents such
only women are subject to the throes of
as those of Dr. Frankel's above cast doubt
*A new category, variably printed
sexual longing . Dr. Hart is here on extremely
ovef all of his observations.
as "sexual orientation disturbance"
speculative ground. Did these so-called pracIt is incredible that such aimless "'m ental
is to be introduced into the "Diagtices actually happen. and. even if they did,
masturbation on the part of these 1wo pro+Heterosexuality is necessary not
nostic and Statistical Manual" for ·
of what significance is it? Dr. Hart goes on
fessionals passes for thought in a leading meonly to guarantee the next generathose homosexuals who are disturbto say that this bestiality "might be referred
dical periodical. Perhaps the doctors should
tion its numbers but also to furnish
ed by their form of sexuality and
to as faculative bestiality, analagous to the
leave physics and solipsistic philosophy out
civilization with its driving force.
may want to do something about it,
homosexual activity practiced among heteof psychology, and refrain from extending
such as, seek out treatment.
rosexuals in prison or in other settings where
their private professional experience into
prolonged isolation from members of the
·overgeneralized conclusions about the homo~ - - - - - - - opposite sex is the reality ." As Peter Fisher
sexual public at large without some clinical ~....
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -·
1
points out in The Gay Mystique, all sexual
evidence to back them up. The periodical
THE GAY GUY'S GUIDE
activity with others is "situational ," being
Medical Cou11terpoint, in printing these two
dependent on the avatlability of a sexual
articles, is presumably following its statepartner; the reality is always situational , even ment of policy , part of which reads, "Every
though this is more apparent in extreme siphysician is the sum of different training,
tuations such as in prison. Of course, Dr.
observations , experience , and convictionsHart imagines the French women with their
each a unique individual , with an equally
dogs, but what was the cream of French man- valid point of view." (Except , one might add
227-6651
hood doing with themselves deep inside
when those points of view are presented with
· Russia?
neither documentation nor intelligence.)
~
Dr. Hart dismisses the historical occur*- Excerpted from "Homosexuality: A Sexrences of homosexuality by dismissing the
ual-Object Distortion," Roy H. Hart, M.D.
"viability" of societies such as Spa'rta as
Medical
Counterpoint, August/September
questionable. If Sparta was indeed not via1974
ble,
it
was as much from an overabundance
Serving Home Cooked
+-Excerpted from "Homosexuality: A Psyof macho maleness and mil1tarism as anychological Addiction ," Richard E. Frenke
Italian Food
, thing else. Dr. Hart then continues, "HeteM.D., Sc.D., Medical Counterpoint, Augus
In An Informal Manner.
rosexuality is necessary not only to guaranSeptember 1974

NEW

NO. STATION
• 1•

THE
HOUSE
RESTAURANT

l

OPEN DAILY ·
for LUNCH & DINNER
OUTDOOR CAFE
Your Host: Tony Bosco

12 Wilton St., Allston
Oft Cambridge St. near Harvard Ave .

783-5701

PIANO BAR
GAME ROOM
DANCING

1270

1270 BOYLSTON ST.
BOS1.'0N, MASS.

A(.WAYS PLAYING
THE FINEST IN
,ALL MALE-X RATED MOTION PICTURES!

NEW SHOWS EVERY WEDNESDAY!
.

.
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TELLING M

By Jan Goodman
In the March 30, 1974, issue of GCN,
there was an article titled "B. U Senior
Writes Book." At that time Jan Goodman
was beginning to interview lesbians concerning conversations with their mothers about
their sexuality. The book, Telling Mother,
is now complete; and Ms. Goodman, now a
reporter for the Boston Phoenix, is in the
process of trying to find a publisher.
The following are excerpts from the Preface and the chapter, "On Support Groups"
from the completed manuscript.
When I first realized I loved a woman,
I was relieved. At last, I had found a relationship where two people could be equal.
The past had been a compromise of my
emotional needs. It was always I who had
to change, not he, because it was I who was
unreasonable. With her, I realized that I had
not been expecting too much in a love relationship. I had been expecting too much of
men.
The two of us were alone. We walked
down dark side streets holding hands, watching for oncoming cars. We separated as we
reached the lights and the passers-by. We
were aware of an intense contradiction between the wann, good love we felt for each
other and rhe response we expected from
the rest of the world: shock, disgust, disbelief.
I began to see through·the myths society
had created and perpetuated about Lesbians,
because the myths had nothing to do with
what I was. I did not "resort" to Lesbianism because I had failed in my efforts to
"get a man." Nor did I want to be a man,
although I did want to be free from sexist
oppression. I did not spend all my time in
bed. I was still Jan Goodman, clearly recognizable to those who knew me. I still made
jokes, loved to talk with people and to involve myself in as many things as possible.
I noticed a disparity between the life I
was leading and the expectations of the people I was closest to. The question, "Meet
any nice men lately?" The assumption that
if the answer was "no," then I must be very
lonely. The knowledge that when I called
home, it was better to talk about male
friends rather than the women who were the
center of my life. The fact that if I went out
for pancakes with the guy across the street
it was more important than my involvement
with the women's movement. I was hiding a
natural, fulfilling part of myself. I felt increasingly distant from friends and family.
I wanted mostly to tell my mother. She
was the person who had brought me up. She
was genuinely concerned with my happiness.
I hoped that my mother would have the capacity to understand because she, too, was
a woman.
Although I lived in a city, I didn't know
any gay women who had gone through this
experience. The library was of no use to me.
I wanted to read about other Lesbians' experiences in telling their mothers, but no
such material existed. It was clear that I had
to
my own research.

do
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The following interview was conducted
ANN: My brother told me a story once about
at a Boston Daughters of Bilitis rap group.
my mother. It seems that when she was
The people who attend differ each week as
a teenager, someone had intimated that
does the emphasis of the discussion. I atshe was carrying on with a friend. She was
tended one Tuesday night, tape recorder in
kind of a loner and she had one close girlhand, and proposed that several of the wofriend. There was apparently some sugmen come with me and have a separate rap
gestion that perhaps they were involved
on "Telling Mother." The topic ip.terested
in some not nice way. So I thought mayso many of the people that the whole group
be she would understand the kinds of
of twenty decided to participate.
feelings of closeness between women that
The women ranted in age from 21 to 40,
would lead to physical expression. But
with the majority in their mid-twenties.
she didn't. When I asked my mother later
Though they all lived in the Boston vicinity,
about the incident, she said, "I never
many of the women were miginally from
heard of that. No one ever told me that
other parts of the country. With the excepthe kids said that. I don't know where
tion of a few, most of the women did not
your brother heard it." I don't know,
know each other.
maybe sue suppressed it.
SHARON: I had a friend who was disowned MICHELE: I didn't tell my parents I was
gay, but about four years ago, they came
when she told her mother she was a Lesup to me one evening. We were sitting
bian. She was followed by detectives for
around after dinner and my father told
about six months. Her mother agreed to
me that he had heard a rumor that I had
take her back only if she went into psydone something really awful. He was rechotherapy. Based on her experience, I
ferring to the fact that I was having an
deGided to refrain from telling my moaffair with a woman. I didn't say anyther. I wrote a diary once, and in it I was
thing and left that night for Boston.
questioning whether I was or wasn't gay.
About a year and a half later, I was home
My mother got a hold of the diary and
and my mother said to me, "Are you still
mimeographed it. She said she was gonna
gay?"
blackmail me by spreading it around to
LAUGHTER
hurt the friends I mentioned were gay.
We never talked .about it except one day ·And I said, "Yeah Ma, I am."
MORE LAUGHTER
my mother happened to tell me that I
After
that,
I came in late one night and was
was absolutely not a Lesbian because she
talking to my mother. She was feeling
didn't raise me to be that way. You have
very down on my father. They have been
to raise someone. I haven't said anything
in the process of maybe getting a divorce
for about four years now. I just imagine
for about seven years. My mother was
that my mother will go on, and I'll be 35
insinuating that men are disgusting and
and 45 and 55, and she'll just assume
"your father is just like all of them."
that I haven't found the right man.
There we were, having drinks and getting
JAN: Do you find a lot of conflicts living
out all our aggravations about men. I
like that?
went to bed thinking, Well, my mother
SHARON: I'm not very close to my parents.
has good consciousness about men. The
I've sort of disowned them so it isn't
next day, I was talking to my father about
worth it to me. But it's worth it to tell
being gay and he said something like,
my brother and sister. I imagine that will
"Ugh, I bet you want to use men's
eventually come out after a period of
rooms!" That was his moronic comment.
time.
I thought my mother would ally herself
ELI: How do you think they would feel
with me, but instead she backed up my
about that?
father. They both started yelling at me.
SHARON: That's a good question. They've
I was so aggravatt:i:lguess I found that my
been raised in my parents' home and they
mother is more sympathetic than my faoccasionally make derogatory remarks
ther, who is completely freaked. My moabout "queers." My sister envisions all
ther understands but you can't get her
men that are queers as t~rribly feminine.
support when she's being threatened,
She says it turns her stomaGh. But I queswhich is when I'm contradicting my fation how much of this is reiterating what
ther. When she's alone, she'll say, "Well,
she's been told and how much is actually
that's cool."
her opinion. I suspect that she would be
open to it, once she sees a gay person who CATHY: It's funny. I was told that when
the chips were down, not to count on my
::he knows, trusts and likes. I assume she
father's
support. When things weren't
feels this way about me.
bad, he would support me, but when
ANN: Just from the experiences of myself
things got really rough, he'd protect his
andd a few close friends who told their
girl, which was my mother.
parents, the fathers have always reacted
more positively than th,.. mothers. I won- JERI:• Michele, did your mother ever say
she understood lesbianism or just antider if it's harder for a woman to deal with
male feelings?
the fact that her daughter, her child, her
MICHELE: I think that for her, they were
female child, is gay.
probably the same. It sounds funny but
MICHELE: That's because it's a threat, right
I guess she doesn't have any real sense of
there. Incest and the whole basic thing.
loving women. Then again, my mother's ·
SHARON: Maybe women try to live more
lived a pretty isolated life. She was a virthrough their daughters and husbands,
gin when she got married at 28, and I
and fathers feel they can achieve other
don't think she's loved anybody but my
things.
father her whole life. She doesn't treat
ANN: Right.
me as a male-ha ting Lesbian, though.
SHARON: My mother is always hounding
She's met maybe ten of my friends in
me to have children and get married.
Boston and when she's together with woELI: I think people are basically bi-sexual
men she knows are Lesbians, she relates
and it probably brings up some feelings
really well to them. She's not hung up.
of the mother towards her daughter or
I think basically that her trip is, 'Men
the father towards his son.

are pretty creepy. Yuk." My father isn't
particularly bad either.
ANN: I don't dare say anything derogatory
about the male sex in general, when I'm
home with my parents, especially to my
mother. Because she would fit me right
into her stereotype of a Lesbian and I'm
working hard to break down those beliefs.
MICHELE: My mother feels that all women
basically hate men. I once asked her,
"Why the fuck don't you come out to
be gay?" Her answer was really typical.
She said, "It never occurred to me." (And
I think that if it HAD occurred to her, I
might not be here today!")
ELI: (angrily interrupts) What do you mean,
it never OCCURRED to her? It still
COULD occur to her.
MICHELE: No. No. No. No. Not now.
She's just turned 49, or 50.
ANN: It's hard to make changes.
MICHELE: I know people who have become gay when they're 50 or 60, but for
my mother, it's not an option. Especially
to go out and seek ·a nother 1person
ELI: Rather than to find the person and discover a new part of yourself?
MICHELE: Yeah, possibly if she met this
really dynamite woman ...
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ELI: _Introduce her around!
LAUGHTER
MICHELE: I tried!!
LAUGHTER, FOLLOWED BY
MANY SUGGESTIONS FROM
THE GROUP
I introduced her to the mother of a friend
of mine, hoping they would get it together, but they didn't.
MORE LAUGHTER
I even left them alone- discreetly.

JAN: In the course of my interviews, I've
found that there was a mixture of reactions from parents. Some mothers absolutely couldn't take it at all, but some
fathers were really good. Perhaps one of
the reasons why the mother might get
more upset is because she has the prime
responsibility for bringing up the kid.
Whether she's working or. not, she's still
the mother of the kid. She gets the blame.
SHARON: That's what my mother said. She
felt v~ry guilty. She actually qme out
and said, "What did I do wrong with
you?" Three or four times.
ELI: My mother said that too. She said, "I
thought I worked so hard to prepare you
for the fact that after a war, there's AL- ·
WAYS ·a shortage of men!"
MUCH LAUGHTER
ANN: Except don't you think that_fathers

can feel the same responsibility? -In the ·
sense that, "She's gay because there was
never a strong father figure in the family
and I wasn't around long enough to make
her feel comfortable with men?" Or,
"I failecL-in pulling her through that
whole Electra complex?"
JERI: I don't think most fathers take on
that much responsibility. Fathers see the
mother as the person who's supposed to
make the daughter a woman.
ANN: Maybe.
JERI: Your mother teaches you how to
wear lipstick and how to wear a bra. It's
her job to get you into those stockings
and into that girdle and on the road to
womanhood.If anything goes wrong, it's
her fault. It's a rare father who would
share that ,responsibility.

MORE LAUGHTER
BARBARA: My parents have come a long
W!lY in the past five years, in accepting
,how I relate to people. But they still have
their standards. I brought home a girl
who was 18 years old and had never been
to high school. I'm a college graduate.
They'didn't say anything about our relationship. Their comment was, "You're
well-educated and blah blah blah. What
are you DOING with a girl like this?"

HYSTERIA
It was as if I had brought home a boy who
was a bum! In a way, you should give
them credit for even acknowledging my
relationship, but, in a way, they transferred the whole thing. "Why can't you
bring home a nice girl?"

MORE HYSTERIA
MICHELE: I was involved with a woman for
about a year and when I told my mother,
her comment was a classic. She said,
"Well, at least she's Jewish."

LAUGHfER
She figured;Bince the woman was Jewish, it
made things a little betted
ANN: I guess one of the things I don't understand ab.out my mother is that she
keeps playing games. I told both of my
parents at the same time last Christmas ...
JAN: The time of joy?
ANN: (sarcastically) Ho. Ho. Ho. I think
that I told them that evening in an attempt to hurt them. It was during a big
fight about the fact that my parents don't
know what's going on in my life. It was
sort of a way to hurt them and sort of a
way to get them to shut up and listen to
me for a minute. I said, "I do have some
things I'd like to tell you.'" My mother
said, "I know what they are."
LAUGHTER
I said, "What are they?" and she said, "No,
you tell me." It_looked like nobody was
gonna say it. Then my fahter said, "On
the count of three, we'll both say it together."
LAUGHTER
It wasn't funny, let me tell you.
JERI: Did your mother really know?
ANN: She finally said, "You're a Lesbian."
I said, "Yes."
LAUGHTER
Then I said, "How do you feel about that,
Mother?" She couldn't speak, so my father did. He said that he had known because my mother had suspected it for a
long time, .and in an attempt to hurt him
one night, she had said, "I think YOUR
daughter's a Lesbian."

LAUGHTER

They never discussed it aftC'f that. Eventually, my mother told me that she was very
disappointed, but that she didn't love me
any less for it. She'd known it for years.
She anticipated it, expected it, suspected
it, long before I ever thought of it myself! Wnat I don't understand is why she
kept playing games with me. She'd call
up and say, "Hi, how are you? Are you
going out with anybody?" I would make
someone up, or I would go out. I'd date
guys for a shoj t time, until they wanted
to get into bed. Then I'd say, "Mom,
Bob wasn't that exciting."
JAN: Maybe she played games because she
didn't want to know. Maybe she was .
waiting fu~ you to give her something to
dispell her suspicio·ns.

things changed. It was traumatic for me
because it seemed to be a clear cut choic
- my Lesbianism .or her. She was very
important to me but I told her. ''You've
gotta accept me. It's a part of my life."
She's had a hard time accepting it; she
doesn't believe that I'm a Lesbian . It's
another one of the incomprehensible
things I've done, like going to Antioch.
She always says, "Oh, you're wierd."
And I say to her, "O.K., you can take it
that way." It's taken some time but she' ~
corning around. She's toned down her
rhetoric somewhat. It actually came dow
to a point where she said, "I don't think
it's right. I don't even know what you
do!"

LAUGHTER

"I don't want to know what you do, unless
ANN: I guess he'd have to be a very sensitive
you don't do it!"
father, which I don't have.
JERI: It's a shame. My mother feels she's
ANN: I know that there must have been an
failed. This tells me that she's very inseattempt not to believe it, and I can under·
stand that. But why didn't she say, "I
cure about her role as a woman and mosuspect you're a Lesbian and I'm conther. It also says that she can't see me
cerned. Do you think it's a problem?" Inas being anything positive. Because I am
stead she said, "Do you feel you relate
a Lesbian, I will never be anything sucto people abnormally?" That was her
cessful to h~r. I could-never be a good
game.
lawyer in her eyes; I could never be a
JAN: Maybe she felt guilty that she made
good politician. I'll always be her daugh. ter, the Lesbian.
you a Lesbian because she had all these
suspicions from when you were little.
CATHY: My mother the car.
ANN: She did.
LAUGHfER
- JAN: Maybe she didn't want to give you ·
ANN: My family turned it around on me.
any ideas you might possibly not have.
I failed, in my responsibility to them. ·
MICHELE: Are there girls in your family?
They never failed me. Staying here in
Boston this summer is my FAULT. They ANN: Three boys. Four of us now!
· LAUGHTER
wouldn't go as far as to think that I want
Really, that happened to me when I went to
to stay here with someone I car~ fnr
a doctor. In answering routine questions,
very much. If my brother wanted to stay
I said I was a Lesbian. The doctor, the
with a woman in Boston, that would be
WOMAN doctor, came out and said, "So
fine. But I've somehow failed. My moyour father wasn't satisfied with three
ther's not sorry that I'm not gonna be a
sons. You're the fourth. Ha. Ha. Ha."
mother. It's a matter of I'm not going to
be nqrrnal. And there's nobody abnorKAREN: My friend pulled the same trip on
·
mal in my family.
me that your mother pulled on you, Ann.
CATHY: Right. In my family, you're supShe said, "Don't tell me because I alposed to be successful. Go out and
ready know." I said, "What is it? What is
achieve. Being a Lesbian is definitely not
it? What do you know?"
an achievement.
LAUGHTER
LAUGHTER
I had just said, "I have a lover." And she
said, melodramatically, "I know what it
ELI: I want to say something else about my
is. Your lover ... is not ... a MAN!"
mother. When I first told her I was gay,
LAUGHTER
she was pretty freaked out. But, for the
KAREN: I made a mistake in telling my
last year, she has been corning to Boston
friend. I justwanted to be honest with
and talking about her feelings-and mine.
her because we'd been developing a good
We've been working things out together
relationship. She's straight, married with
and have now formed a really close relakids. Like a lot of people, she didn't know
tionship where she respects me and I
anything about Lesbians and didn't know
respect her. I feel that she's a terrific
what to say. She had no idea of what the
friend. So I said to her, "Next time you
social life was like, what I expected and
come to Boston, Mom, I want you to
how I felt. The only thing she said to me
dance with me at the woman's bar." She
was, "I don't tell you about my sexual
said, "Fine." She's coming next weeklife and I don't want to hear about
end.
yours." I hadn't even mentioned sex.
ANN: Let's all .go!
That was exactly how she was relating to
LAUGHfER
me. "I don't want to deal with it," she
JERI: You know, girls dance with their
said, and moved over to her side of the
fathers all the time. It's daddy's little girl
car. I haven't heard from her since.
trip. Why can't mothers dance with their
NONA: Her reaction must have hurt you.
daughters?
KAREN: That reminds me very much of my KAREN: Sure. I've known her for years.
own relationship with my mother. We
NAN: Why do people think that being a
lesbian is just a sex act?
were very close-to the point where we
could actually talk honestly as one woSUE: Did you ever go to the porno movies?
man to another. It was a learning situaNAN: Well, not many of my friends do, so
tion and our bonds were really tight.
I can't attribute it to that.
Then I got into a relationshig with a woANN: I thought that it would be easier for
man and my mother started· saying things
my mother to understand me because
like, "I don't want any lessies in the ·
she was a woman. "Don't you have fehouse. She's a queer." All of a sudden
(continued on next page)
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Those were the parts of the body I associated with the bathroom.
LAUGHTER
ANN: Do you find that you have problems
now?
Continued from page • 9
PROLONGED HYSTERIA
SUE: My mother never told me anything.
I'm 28 and she doesn't even know I have
my
period yet!
male friends?" I asked her. "Aren't there
MORE LAUGHTER
women in your lifetime that you've felt
JAN: What about the love part? Did anyvery close
to? You felt closer to
one's parents ever talk about love? That's
themjn many ways than you've felt towhat parents seem to have the most
wards your own husband. Therefore,
trouble
understanding when we tell them
can't you understand why I might love
we're Lesbians.
women not only spiritually, emotionally
SHARON: My mother locked me in the bathand intellectually, but also physically?"
room with some books and said, "Read
It's the physical thing that upsets her the
them
." She never mentioned sex between
most. We've had a number of conversaadults. I did.n 't find out till I was hopetions. She says., "Physically? Your father
lessly old.
and I wouldn 't do that before we were
JAN: But what about the whole feeling bemarried."
hind it all? I think it's common with that
JERI: So tell them you 'll get married!
generation
not to talk about things that
LAUGHTER
deal with emotions.
ELI : I ca~'t believe the trips mothers lay
SHARON: She said you have to have love
on us.
to have a marriage. You meet this one
NONA: I find a generation gap with my
SHARON: My mother used to cut out secguy and in about ten seconds you immemother. She's a very strong, fighting, radtions of Dear Abby and underline the
diately know that it's true love. Your
ical woman. When I was in grade school,
parts about what a good mother is. She'd
heart will start pounding. You will never
she told me about sex , before any of my
write in the margins, "I was a good mofall out of love with him. You'll never
friends found out. She told me about
ther. You're failing me ."
fucking. The man has a penis, you know? _ have any problems. You don't marry for
THE GROUP MOANS IN
anything except love. Not compatability,
Not the birds and the bees. She told me
SYMPATHY
not money , not anything. It really seemabout everything, but also about perverThen she'd attach the wedding announceed
strange then, because my parents alsions-sixty-nine,
and
intercourse
and
ments from the Tri-Town Tribune. She'd
ways
fought terribly.
homosexuality
.
underline the parts about th~ wedding
MICHELE: (shocked) At the age of seven??! ' KAREN: (mocking) "When you fall in love,
gown. Then she'd send the baby anyou know it."
NONA: In grade school. She told me that
nouncements and write , "I can't wait for
CATHY:
My mother told me the same
most
women
are
not
virgins
when
they
you to have children. You can bring them
thing;
but
when I told her I was in love
If
you
want
to
get
married,
get
married.
home any time."
with a woman she said, "How do you
live with him for six months first and
CATHY: My father bore the brunt of my
know it's love?:'
make sure you are sexually compatible.
mother's wrath, but he really surprised
SHARON:
If I ever told her that I was in
WHISTLES
OF
SURPRISEme. I had just encountered my mother
love with a woman and that I wanted to
ELI: What did she tell you about love?
and I needed some sup·port afterwards.
spend my whole life with her and that it
NONA: Um, I don't know.
I went out for a drive with my dad and
happened in ten seconds, I don't think
MICHELE: Did she tell you that sex felt
he said, "I really like Mary . I think she's
she'd take it seriously.
good. or was it just something to have
a second daughter and I hope to know her
,SIM: My mother brought me and my sister
kids by?
more. I don't understand your relationup by herself, without a man in the house.
NONA: It was good . It was an e'njoyable
ship but I accept it.' . Then he paused a
When I was about 13. I used to hang
thing and it wasn't to make babies.
minute and said, "Well, on second thought
around with guys. It was just natural for
ANN: How did you handle this when she
I don't understand what women see in
me. My mother thought, "She'll grow
told you?
men. I can't see how they love men, and
out of this stage ." By the time I got into
NONA: How does a kid handle learning
I don't understand how men love other
high school. she started to wonder and
men. But maybe I can understand how
about the fact that adults do something?
asked me. "Do you have any female
ELI : Know how I handled it? I was totally
you could love a woman ." That made up
friends? You should hang around with
freaked out and for a year or so. the only
for the whole horrible night.
females. You hang around with boys and
way J.-could relate to adults who were in
ANN: My father, too. reacted in a positive
you'll get a reputation." When I got into
couples was, "My God. ·that man sticks
way. He sat down with me and talked
college. I had a lot of female friends and
his penis in her vagina! ''
about his experiences, as a lawyer, in
they all started calling my house and
HYSTERIA
dealing with divorces. He said he sees so
coming to see me. Then my mother
ANN: I used to see mothers walking with
many people who never loved one anstarted wondering and she said. "What
their kids in the supermarket and say.
other from the very beginning that he can
happened to your boy friends? Where are
only hope that his children understand
"I know what they do."
they? I mean. why female s? Yoti don' t
teh value of love . He didn't care who we
LAUGHTER
need them ."
learned this with , as long as we underThen there's always kids who say , '- 'My dadLAUGHTE R
stood wh at love meant. Therefore , he
dy doesn't do that to my mommy. No
SUE : Just tell her it' s the flip side of when
was very happy for me that I loved
way."
you were 13 .
JERI: I thought people did it on the toilet.
somebody.

Telling Mother

BOAXLLS

HOW ABOUT A CRUISE
GCN is sponsoring a
gr_o up cruise Nov. 8th /

SIM: I guess I should tell her I'm gay. See, I
have an older sister who's married , has a
house, three kids and a loving husband
who's in b.usiness for himself. From the
whole family, I'm getting, "Why aren't
you like your sister?" My grandmother
says, 'Tin gonna take out an ad in the
paper for you. I'm gonna find you a husband. I don't care how old he is or what
kind of person he is." She told my mother she wished I'd come home pregnant.
JERI: How old are you?
SIM : 23.
mRI: Why don't you just tell your mother
you're a Lesbian?
SIM: For the simple reason that if I do tell
her , she'll say, 'You have thirty seconds
to get the hell out of that door and I
don't want to see you again." At which
point, I have a trampoline under my
window and she throws out my clothes,
my T.V., my stereo, my records, everything.
JAN: Are you sure she'll react that way?
SIM: Definitely. About a week later, she'll
calm down and think. She'll be very
upset and she'll say, "You 're still my
daughter. I love you. Come home. This
I could not do.
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Walter Driscoll
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Registered Electrologist
Free Consultations Invited

26 West St .
· Boston, Mass.

Bus. Phone 426-5067
Home Phone 289-2106

8 days

New York· St. Thomas• San Juan

REAL ESTATE

.

Looking for a Primitive campground to do
your thing? I have 67 wooded acres with
wildlife for $33,000.00 .

·· ·· ···· ··

262-9557

-

$3 12 mi nimu m pl' r pn so n (dou bk occ11 pa 1H:y)
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Large chalet with much, much potential on
• 6 acres . Ideal for artist /writer, nightclub or
what have you . Features too numerou51 to
list . Let your imagination run wild here.
Price: $89,000.00 . Terms available .

Write: P. 0. Box 245, Hartford, Vt.

05047.
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Stars Come Out At Night
A Lesbian Feminist Fantasy

other

o tell

?
he'll
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by Margot Fontaine
Once upon a time, but not too long ago ...
My friend MarySue and I were attempting to fight our way through the freezing
rain which had been oppressing our bodies
for an hour. We finally found the local women's bar and a welcome relief from the
cold.
Anyway, we were simply sitting and sipping our sombreros to warm up a little, when
a bevy of beautiful women walked into the
bar.

They were all so tall and free that it made in rainbow glitter on the back. (I later
learned from one of those "question and
me feel glad to be a woman.
I could see every woman in the room ad- answer" things in the underground news-paper that she always dressed that way; exmiring their close-cropped hair and tough,
cept that she changed to white bells in the
blue-jeaned work-shirted bodies.
summer and ·that,her v-necked silk
But there was one woman in their midst
shirt varied color with the day of the week).
who could not help standing out in any
crowd. She was spectacular; the clothes out- She was Susan Stuporstar, a real heavy leslining her slim, attractive body and her soft, bian feminist!
Smiling and nodding to everyone, she
blonde hair surrounding her classic features
ambled over to the bar and ordered a draft.
in "Jean Harlow-style" waves.
I could have slunk under the barstool, _ But, before she could pay for her drink,
something happened. A woman came up
though, when I looked down at my own
and asked if she could get Susan's drink.
flannel shirt and rumpled painter's pants.
As Susan stepped aside to let the woman
I felt sure that MS (short for MarySue)
pay, she accidentally spilled some beer on
was similarly embarrassed; because she
MS who just happened to be standing next
had the grimace on her face that means
to her. Apologizing profusely for making
her toes are curling in her combat boots
her spill beer on her, MS offered to pay for
and saying to herself, "Lord, why didn't
her next drink. Susan thanked her and
I take a shower today. "
asked her name; because she couldn't accMS jabbed me in the ribs and whispered,
ept anything from someone whose name
"Do you know who that is?"
she didn't even know .
"Of course," I replied. "Hadn't I seen
MS is such an ever-so-right-on name. I
her picture a million times?"
wish it were mine; I'm sure that was
I just adored the color photo of her on
wha( made "Susan Stupors tar" continue
the back of her first bestseller, "Psychetalking with her. Of course, I finally
delic Psychoanalysis as Pertaining to the
could have the opportunity to get to
Patriarchy. "
know her as she really was by just sitting
She was wearing blue navy bells, a red
there and listening.
silk shirt, and a denim jacket with her name
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Portraits
Weddings
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92 MAPLE ST. (near Moody)
WALTHAM, MASS.

899-4117

What's In A Name?
For some reason or other, I've recently
dredged up out of the cluttered intellectual wastebasket which is my substitute
for a mind the old children's jingle "sticks
and stones may break my bones, but names
can never hurt me." We 've had altogether
too much gay bone-breaking around here
in recent weeks, and I'm as buffaloed as

~ersonal , emotional, sgcial and sexual conflicts can now be resolved in a confidential, professional atmosphere where gay lifestyle is known to be a valid alternative .

INDIVIDUAL, COUPLE AND GROUP THERAPY AVAILABLE
ON A SLIDING FEE SCALE BASIS.
NOW NORTH SHORE GAYS HAVE AN ALTERNATIVE!

QUANNAPOWITT COUNSELING SERVICE
Door 8
By Appointment Only

Wakefield, Mass . 01880
246-0244

COUNTRY CLUB

Rte. 139 Randolph, Mass.

It was, however, a very useful experience.
Now that I've been close to a real feminist
it might be possible for me to talk with one
some day.
Maybe I should change my name first
and get some new clothes. ..

by A. Nolder Gay

EVERYDAY HASSLES OF GAY LIFE
GOT YOU DOWN?

Lakeside Office Park -

Well, MS got to go home with Susan
that night. Unfortunately, I never really
got to see my best friend again. Every time
I saw her after that she was with some big
star like Mary Handsomewoman or Ruby
Radical; I couldn't just walk up and talk to
her as if she were still one of the dykes who
hang around the women's center.

Tbe View i:uorn the Closet ,

iy

MIKE TREBEAll

Susan related how she got started as a
columnist for the Unconscious Udder:
When she burst into the editor's office,
knocked her down Gn the floor and made
love to her, how could they not read her
manuscripts and see how much talent she
had? Of course, seeing all this talent, how
could they help do anything but give her a
column? What was most inspiring was when
someone asked her why she played jazz
autoharp with her feet. She just told them
straight out that she had taken it up because she felt it was therapeutic to d9 something constructive about integrating her
foot fetish with the rest of her personality.

For Info Call 963-9$09.

COMING EVENT$
Sun., Cxt. 13, 7:30 p.m-Hello Dolly with Barbra Streisand
fri., Cxt. 25, 8:00 p.m - The COUNTRY CLUB will present its annual
costume Halloween Party.
Nov. 8, 9, 10-A return engagement of Carol and the Burgundy's
Fall and Winter Hours : Closed Monday; Tues-Sat. 7 p. m, till 2 a.m.
Sunday, 12 noon till 2 a. m.
Thank you,
Don't forget the Sunday Brunch!
Country Club

anybody else concerning what can be done
about it. I hope that the newly formed '
Gay Defense League can come up with
some fresh ideas.
Nevertheless, the old adage is wrong.
Words can hurt , more lastingly than sticks
and stones. Names stereotype , they force
acceptance of an identity and a self-image
which we know•is inadequate, incomplete,
even inhuman; but which sometimes,
alon e, we are powerless to resist. Thus
ethnic stereotypes echoing with vicious
resonance as the Boston schools open for
another year, laid onto kids who might
otherwise get along fine with each other.
Thus stereotypes about women , and about
people of a •different social class or political persuasion or economic status or
religious belief. Thus also the litany of gay
opprobrium: " fag ," "dyke," " queer,"
''pansyt ''fruit." Or the limp-wrist set or
the Middlesex regiment or what have you.
- In the last year I've acquired a number
of new names : the elder statesman of the
Boston gay community (ageist label, that!),
its Adlai Stevenson, its A. J. Muste, its
philosopher-in-residence, and the straightest gay in Boston. I've also heard myself
called a fucking faggot , garbage, Hellhound, a filthy pervert, and similar endearing terms. I haven't been particularly
impressed with any of these names, partly
because I'm old enough to know who I am
inside and secure in that cluster of identities . Also , I tend to get either puzzled
or highly annoyed with the damn-fool idiots
who have the consummate nerve to dare
try to put me down because I'm gay.
("Off with their heads! " cried the Queen.)
The labelling process is harder for the
young to resist, however, as Zev Meyerson,
President of Boston Gay You th, has elo-

quently pointed out in a recent GCN
article (Vol. II no. I 0). The high school
gay, victim of intense peer pressure , concerned whether he or she will ever be
anybody and what to be anyway , often
has nowhere to turn for defenses. At such
a time, names can force one to either of
two unhealthy extremes: you retreat into
a kind of shell by letting fear of other
people's homophobia define you, or you
grab onto a flamingly gay life-style because
it is seemingly the only attainable identity
around. There are those who argue that
blatent is better than latent. But in either
case, the outside naming defines an inner
identity, not the other way about.
I respectfully disagree, however, with
Mr. Meyerson's implication that the
counsel of gays other than his contemporaries is of little or no help to the young
gay working through problems of selfdefinition and self-acceptance. Hundreds
of gay examples from the Greeks onward
offer persuasive evidence to the contrary.
Most commonly, I think, we clarify and
extend our own experience through our
encounters with those who are somewhat
different from ourselves. To run only
with those who are just like us is stultifying on the long run. Whatever may be
said of schools of fish , humans need
diversity to grow.
·
We need to develop habits and ways of
relating to each other acrbss lines of generation and gender and ethnicity and lifestyle. Only then can we build that community whose name we take in vain so
often ; only then can we find the identity
which protexts us from the names which
hurt. For as a community, we acknowledge
only two common labels : our name is Gay,
and our name is Legion.
GCN, October 5, 1974 + Page 11
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SARGENT DUKAKIS
(Continued from page 1)

tutional amendment prohibiting abortions,
the recently enacted Right-to-Life antiabortion bill apprently had both candidates'
support. Dukakis stated that he would have
signed the bill, after making several protective changes. Sargent vetoed the bill while
the Legislature was in its last two days of
by Charles Bonnell
work, and returned it to the legislature,
Returning from a well-spent night at a
where it was overwhelmingly overridden.
friend's apartment recently, I walked past
The National Organization for Women had
The Upper Story, a store east of Harvard
urged Sargent not to sign the bill (pocket
Square, where Mass Ave meets Mt. Auburn
veto), and let it die. This procedural manStreet. In the window was an ark, with a
euver on the part of Sargent was seen as an
row of animals walking into it. My first
indication of his desire to have the antireaction was to think, "Oh, well, just anoabortion bill become law, but to be able to
ther heterosexist scene"; but then I looked
blame the legislature for it.
I
One Democratic legislator, remarking on
the recent developments, said , "If Sargent
was so gung-ho gay, why did it take him so
long to tell everyone? Furthermore, if you
people (gays) really want to see your bills
passed, you'd be smart not to elect a Republican Governor while your bills have to
go through a Democratic legislature. They
just might kill the bills to spite Sargent."
A Republican member of the House,
however, said·, "This shows tht the Governor is sincere, and that you (gays) can
count on support from both parties. Good
issues cross party lines."
The local gay rights movement has apparently snowballed considerably over the
last year , and the only question unanswered
a little closer at the pair of kangaroos leadis that of the state's vapidly anti-gay forces,
ing the way. Both had pouches with baby
who do not appear to have a major statekangaroos in them. But only female kanga-1
I
wide candidate for high office on their side.
roos have pouches, I remembered, and that 1
Both Dukakis and Sargent have been encould mean only one thing-Lesbian mothei
dorsed by their conservative primary opkangaroos' I decided not to protest to the I
ponents, and many are watching now for
1 store's management after all.
defections from both parties based on the
I
I
pro-gay momentum.

gay kangaroos?

Sargent is the only state-wide Republican candidate to have offered the issue of
gay rights such strong support. Lt. Governor
Donald R. Dwight's position is unknown,
and Sen. John M. Quinlan, Republican nominee for Secr~tary of State, has consistently
voted against gay rights legislation. Conversely, Reps. Thomas P. O'Neill III and
Paul H. Guzzi, respective Democratic nominees for the positons, have been on record
as in support of the issue for some time .
On certain issues of peripheral interest
to the gay community, there still appear,
however, to be some differences between
the two major candidates. Sargent signed a
strict anti-pornography bill in May, sponsored by Atty. Gen. Robert Quinn, over
the vigorous protests of the Civil Liberties
Union of Massachusetts. Dukakis has stated
that the only anti-pornography legislation
which should be on the books is tht which
would prevent offensive public advertising,
and prohibit distribution of obscenity to
minors.
On the issue of abortion; the differences
are considerably cloudier. Although both
men say that they are opposed to a consti-

Michael Dukakis, Democratic nominee
for Governor.

"A MOVIE TO MAKE YOU REMEMBER YOUR OWN
LOVES, WHATEVER YOUR PARTNER PREFERENCES
.. . an eye-opener and a heart opener."
- Norma Mclain Stoop, AFTER DARK
~'SENSITIVE AND REALISTIC IN ITS APPROACH ...
IMPRESSIVELY NATURAL."
- A. H. Weiler, N. Y. TIMES
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OF YESTERYEARS
SUPER HEROES!
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SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT

(

, __________________________!I

David & Jason's relationship ...
-'. ,:~\\, it's the same only different. '

A CHRISTOPHER LARKIN FILM
Starring Robert Joel. Curt Gareth & Bo White.
Produced by Montage Creations
.
Released by New Line Cinema in Technicolor.®
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EXCLUSIVE BOSTON ENGAGEMENT

STARTS WEDNESDAY-OCT. 2

.

AS S I· F I E D c ·1 ass if i e d C LAS S I F I E D c I ass if i e d C:LA
F for warm sharing apt nr Pru Cent~-3
blk to grn line tree-lined divers st 85+
I util beg Sept Open hse Thurs, Pri 7:30-9
; Sun. aft. Call eves 266-6677 Grad stu.
wkg peo2le pref. •
GWM arrive Boston mid Oct, need hous'.ing. Any arrangement considered. Have
car so suburbs OK. Own bedroom only
requirement. Write H. Mills, 50 Austin
St., Portsmouth, N.H. 0380 l or call
603-431-7182 after 11 p.m.

I

WOMEN'S BIKES
Two 3-speed bikes in excellent condition, practically new. Call Linda 4264469 days or 269-1739 evenings.
BE THE FIRST ON YOUR BLOCK
Send 25c (5 for $1) plus stamped, selfaddressed envelope, for you!'"Veff own
Lambda/Boston button. Traditional
gay lib "Lambda," incorporating the
name "Boston." A great conversation
piece. GCN Box 010.

GUEST HOUSE
Many lg & sm apart. Houses avail cheap
in Newport $15,000 due to Nayy pullout.
Lot of restoration in prog ($20,000,000
of private money). Hotels full, and
expens. YMCA closed. Write David S.
(see resorts)~--------

G.C. N.
ASSIFIE

ASTROLOGICAL CHARTS
cast and interpreted by gay male with
emphasis on one's unique direction in
life. An aid in the struggle of finding
out what this life is "all about." Basic
chart plus aspects $12. Transits extra.
Classes with emphasis on learning to interpret one's own chart. Call 241-8357 ,
~ e message for Ian at 426-4469.
Good Gay Buttons & Books. EVERYBODY'S AUTOBIOGRAPHY (The
HCHS Bookstore) has a growing selec•
tion of gay books including The ilart ·
Crane Voyages, The Male Muse and Edward the Dyke. Many more in stock,.of
-on order. 419 Boylston St., 4th floor .
Open Mon.-Thurs. 6-9 p.m. Ring night
bell 4 times.

~---,--- ---~---

If you own or operate a business or a
service in New England which welcomes
the participation of gay people send
for application for free lifting in new
Gay Guide: GCN/GCA, 22 Bromfield
_St., Bo~ton,
02108.
.
.
.

\

SO. END-Extra large sunny apartment,
newly decorated, new bath & kitchen.
Ready Nov. 1 occupancy. Pleasant gay
male(s) pref. as other occupants are same.
Owner occupied. 426-6025 evenings,
Dave or Kim.

instruction

PIANO AND MUSIC THEORY
Technique, ear training, style, sight reading, improv, harmony, the whole spiel.
All levels welcomed. Rates very cheap.
First lesson free. Call James 227-9022.

jobs offered
TYPIST, M/F, must be EXTRAORDINARILY ACCURATE. About 5 weeks·
work typing manuscript,.somewhat
technical, on my IBM Selectric. Don't
apply, please, if you can't spell or follow copy. State salary/hour and details
with phone. GCN Box 177.

GCN needs folders every Tuesday afternoon ~t 1 :00. It's fun. Come ~elp! !
ATTENDANTS WANTED
I am seeking full-time attendants for
Boston's Club Baths. Applicant must be
over 21 and previous jobs dealing with
public. Salary and hours are flexible.
Apply Manager, Club LaGrange, 4 LaGrange St., 426-1451.

NATIVE SPEAKER OF SPANISH
and German. Individual· private tutoring .The Fenway Community Health Center
needs a volunteer lab technician for
in syntax, pronunciation, conversation,
reading, writing, etcetera. An individual- Wednesday night-Gay Health Night.
ized creative thorough approach for seri- Lab tests include gram stain, RPRs, cultures, and drawing blood. Contact Jim
ous students. Also proofreading, transDeMauro at FCHS, Tel. ~67-7573.
lating, call Tristan at 227-0512.

Lesbian Feminist looking for reasonable,
comfortable place to live with other
woma(e)n in Cambridge or Beacon Hill
area. Please call Marge afternoons at
338-8173.

WANTED
More black and third world people to
help with GCN. We q.eed your articles,
energies, and opinions. Help us serve the
whole gay community.

BIR11-IDA Y'1
Surprise your friends with a birthday
classified in GCN.
Everybody's Autobiography (the HCHS
Bookstore) needs a volunteer bookseller
for Wednesday evening. Can be lots of
fun. Please call Judi at (617) 628-3870
& we can talk.

-~========~:;::;;;;::;:;::;:;~~~;:::-:;;-==========:;.~-;.-;.-;.~:--;_-_--_-_-______________..------------ ----Save this ad for 10% Courtesy Discount
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If you're looking for it,

and it's around,
you'll find it at

LESTER'S T. V.

•

,y~ygy

"BOSTON'S PLUSIDEST .-.. 4 FLOORS OF FUN AND FROilC!"
-The Gay (,'rui,e-Aider, GCN

STAND S OUT

THE
CLUB

BATH
CHAIN
• TURKISHSTEAMBATH • TUESDAY PIZZA NITE
• AIR CONDITIONING • WEDNESDAY BUDDY NITE
AND
• SNACK AREA
the
$15.00
Six-Shooter
PRIVATE
CUBICLES
•

• COLOR TV LOUNGE

••

by"'

Tweed Wrap Suit
Billy Whiskers $60.00
Gauze Shirt by Roland $14.00
Silk Scarf by Banash $5 .00

Open every night until 9:00 p.m. except Saturday 'ti/ 6:00 p.m.

708 Commonwealth Avenue,- Boston

SUNDECI(

good for six visits at any of
eur·six North~t locations

BOSTON'S CLUB
·LAGRANGE ·

4 Lagrange Street

617-426 -14Sl.
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General Practitioner for full time posiPR'isoNER NEEDS P.EN PALS :
tion at Provincetown Drop-In Center.
Black male, not gay, 23 years, needs
Duties include clinics, administrative
people to write to. I've b,e en here 5
and planning duties and night call . $250/ depressing years. Please write. Bobby
wk. salary. Send resume to Coordinating Bryant, P.O. Box 747, Starke, Florida
Committee, Provincetown Drop-In Cen32091.
ter, 6 Gosnold Street, Provincetown,
Mass. 02657. Mass. Lie., references and
WRITE TO A PRISONER:
C.V. required.
I'd like an opportunity to communicate
with other people. I am a black male
WANTED-Som eone energetic to do some into sports. Terry Jones, 13-1106,
window washing, South End. Phone
034341, Box 747, Starke, Fla . .
Dave or Kim at 426-6025 evenings.
0

MALE PENP ALS WANTED
from state of New Hampshire. Must be
honest, sincere, gentle and willing to
share tender moments. Have own apt. All
are welcome. Photo appreciated. Write
GCN Box 214 .

KITCHEN HELP
to train as second cook at The House
Restaurant in Allston. Call Tony at
783-5131.

jobs wanted

personals

Two spunky women and a van will move
you and your stuff. Rates: $IO per hour
for the set of us. Call Chris or Jean at
864-6695 and make arrangements. We're
insured too!
Looking for carpenter willing to train
eager and determined assistant. Own some
tools. Call Natick 655-6973.

organizations
PROFESSIONA L MUSICIANS
(F&M) let's get together & find out how we can create a more open atmosphere for gay performers in Boston. 1st
meeting Sunday 6 Oct, 2 p.m. Info
742-3619.

..f-

FRIENDS WANTED
Gay couple 28, 34 Alls-Bri Area.
Looking for new friends. No sex. Just
friendship. We are sick of bar scene. No
drugs or _S & M. Friendship is just our
bag. Bo,d99.
=
GF student 18 seeks other GFs 20-40
for friend-maybe more. Pref person in
·m edical or education field . Will ans all
replies. GCN Box 210.
GWF
31 seeks same 28-40. Am professional,
intelligent and fem-looking not into
drugs/heavy booze, living in lonely, s~tjuded Cape Cod area. Write GCN Box

-------..--,----·~·

UCN needs folders every Tuesday after-,
Jl<lOn at 1 :00. It's fun. Come help!!

f~~-

GCN GROUP CRUISE
'. Join us for the November 8th
rcruise. If you're a single, we will
◄ match you with a. roommate if you
!want a double caliin. For more injformation write GCN, Box 9000.

sf

0 if you would l~t me, fair Juventius, 1MARTHA,-S VINEYARD MAN,
I would be kissing your honeyed eyes · 6'0" 195 lbs, grey hair/beard, hairy
forever.
. ' gr active/fr passive seeks younger slim,
Three hundred thousand times I would sleek, nipple-responsi ve soul. Bailey,
kiss you with new rapture,
i Box 1125, Edgartown 02539 .
nor could find enough of this blissful
pastime
, promised in my dreams. Not even if
our kisses
KALENDAR MAGAZINE
grew to such profusion
A pictorial bi-monthly newspaper covthey outnumbered the sheaves
. ering the San Francisco Bay Area. Subripening in the wheat field.
scription rate $8.00 a year. Send to
-Catullus Kalendar, P.O. Box 627, San Francisco,
(translated by Horace Gregory)
Cali(: 94101.

Pub Iications

ALICE JAMES :BOOKS
A poetry cooperative with an.emphasis
on women. 4 books out now by local
women poets. $3 each. 138 Mt. Auburn
St., Cambridge. Ma 02138
GCN DISTRIBUTIO N ROUTES
People for GCN distribution routes on
Tuesdays needed urgently. Small commissions; dependability a must. Contact
Marion at GCN, 426-4469.

2n.

LIKE COUNTRY LIVING
GWM 37 5'9" 170 sks 20-35 who is all
together & trying to find someone to
share life & love (to put meaning into
his life). I'm self employed in Hartford,
Ct. I'm a very sincere guy looking for &
wanting to give love & happiness to
someone. Must be sincere st lk friendly
& clean , so S&M drugs or fem please .
Write Ron , PO Box 25, No. Westchester,
Conn. 06474 .
·

lost & found
PLEASE BE KIND
Tel.-Address book lost in the vicinity of
GCN . Has name and address on front.
If you could, be kind enough to drop it
· in a mail box or call 426-4469 days;
738-8673 evenings. You will be loved .
Small reward offered.

-Prov. area, GWF 25 yr . seeking decent
realtionship. Writing-golf-ho rses are some
hobbies. All replies will be answered.
P.O. Box 3862, No. Prov. R.I. 02911.

.

The Delphic Apallo. seated on the Omphalos
ornamented with Fillets. (From a Greelt
vase.)

My soul, when I kissed Agathon,
crept up to my lips
As though it wishe4 (poor thing!)
to cross over to him.

-Socrates
UNGIVEN LOVE
I am dry with longing
and I hunger for her.

-Sappho

THANKS FOR WRITING BACK
To all who wrote Box 141 earlier, I
extend my thanks and regret I could not
answer you all. I found someone who
matched all my interests-and I also fell
in love , I wish you all the happiness I
now have. Thank you.

WIN MAGAZINE . i

.

Peace and freedom thru non-violent
action -Subscription!~ $7 /year. WIN Box
; 54 7, Rifton, N'Y' 124 71.
FREE LISTING
If you own or operate a business or
service in New England which welcomes
.the participation of gay people, send
for application for a free listing in
GCN's new Gay Guide: GCN/GCA, 22
Bromfield St., Boston 02108:
DO YOU HAVE CHUTZPAH?
Subscribe to Chutzpah, radical Jewish
newspaper, which includes' and wel·c omes gay articles. Write: Chutzpah,
P.O.B. 60142, 1723 W. Devon, Chicago,
Tll. 6066.0.

FOCUS

A Journal for lesbians, put out by BosI Everybody'~ Autobio?raphy . (the HCHS . CLARK KENT/ LOIS LANE
ton DOB. New, exciting format. 60c ·
i Bookstore) 1s now domg mail orders!
· Afraid to leave your writing closets?
sample copy, $6.00 for I yea:-. Send
!For a list of mail order selections please
Don't think your writings quite good
fat fem type into S/M bond seeks letters check to ·DOB, 419 Boylston St., Rm.
•send a self-addressed stamped enveiope
to find the adventurous. GCN Box 211.
'to Everyb~dy's Autobiography , 419
323. Boston. MA 02116.
enough? Come in anyway and talk with
Boylston St., Rm. 403, Boston, Mass .
Aunt Ellen-she will build up your con'Gay and Feminist Literature Resource
Worcester Gays come out. Join us at 82
fidence and sign you up for GC'N's free
List Free! Valuable Guide in obtaining
Franklin St., third floor. M&F welcome. Q2 I 16 ·
NEWS WRITING seminars starting in
MY NIGHTS ARE LONELY
Books, Pamphlets, etc. Write: Southern
For further info., write W.G.U., Box·
BOSTON, WELLESLEY, NEEDHAM,
mid or late Sept. Call 426-4469 or come Male, 21, working 4-12 shift wld. like to Gay Liberator, P.O. Box 2118, Boca
359, Fed. Sta., Worcester, Ma. 01601.
NATICK. Gay 40s, good-lkg and appear- i in to GC'N office at 22 Bromfield St.
meet people with similar hours interested Raton, Fla. 33432. Self addressed and
ing, educ, kind, loving, versatile, active, and see Ellen B. Davis or leave your
in film , fiction and design, for intelligent STAMPED envelope a must. Bookstores
NORTfl WORCESTER CNTY GAYS
passive, honest, quiet. No S&M, freaks, name and number. Volunteer for a most lat~ night conversation , friendship,
etc.
Send most recent catalog and get listed
I
Come out to join us! at our general
or fems. GCN ~o,c f.01
rewarding experience!!!!
Wntc GCN Box 213.
on our third lit list FREE.
meeting every other Wednesday.at 8. M
& F welcome. For more info write
GOOD GAY BUTTONS & BOOKS
H.V.M., P.O. Box F-5, Leominster,
The HCHS bookstore (Everybody's AuClassified Ad dead.l ine is Saturday Noon (prior to TuesMass.
Rates: $1.00 per week for the first 140
.
h )h
·
publicatibn).
.
to b 10grap y as a growmg se Iec t·ion o f . day.
Mail addressed to box numbers can be picked
up at
characters, 50¢ per week for each additional 70
METROPOLIT AN COMM UNITY
good gay books. Hours: Mon.-Thurs.
the GCN office during regular office hours (lO a,.rn. to
characters. Headlines 50¢ per week for a
CHURCH meets for worship every Sun6-9 p.m., 419 Boylston St., 4th floor;
pm Mon to Thurs;\9 am. to 6 pm Fn. to Sun._'.
maximum of 25 characters. Box numbers are
10
day at 6:45 p.m., 131 Cambridge St.,
ring night bell 4 times.
·
d
available for a charge of $1.00 for 6 weeks if
All ads must be paid in advance. Make check or money or er
Boston (Old West Church). Fellowship
WHEN WILL WE BE fREE?
you plan to pick up mail at the office, or $2.00
payable to "Gay Community News" or "GCN." 22 Bromfield
hour 8: 15 p .m. Rev. Lawrence Bernier
Not til each gay person docs her/his
for 6 weeks if you want the mail forwarded to
St
Boston. Mass. 02"!08.
and Rev. Nancy Wilson, pastors. All
part. If you don't have time to donate,
you: the $2.00 charge includes the cost of
ln~l~de area code in all telephone numbers appe~ring in 9d.
persons are welcome. Telephone 523postage or mail we send along to you at the end
please help with money. Several worthy
Replies 'to box numbers should be sent lo: GCN Classified Box
of the 3rd and 6th week. (If you want mail
· groups need help: GC'N, Health Service,
Number . . . . , 22 Bromfield St., Boston, Mass. 02108 .
PIONEER VALLEY GAY UNION (of
forwarded more often, please include 50¢ above
1 Gay Media Action, HUB, to name a few.
No ads accepted by phone.
Western Mass.) welcomes women and
the $2 charge for each additional time you
Guarantee a free future for you.
GCN reserves the right to edit or reject advertising which may
1
men to our informal meetings and diswant your mail forwarded.)
result
in
legal
action
.
cussions every Thursday at 7:30 at
H~adlines ...................... at sot per week .... ....... . .
GCN has no control over · classified advertisers; hence, we
Hope Church, 20 Gaylord St., Amherst.
MIKRO KOZMlK TNT!
First 140 characters .. ..... at $1.00 per week ......... .
cannot assure you that your inquiry will be answered or that
Join our family, a supportive and friend- Listen to Mikro Kozmik Theatre WCAS
the product or service is accurately presented.
Each additional
ly group. Call (413) 253-2591 for more 740 AM, Suns 10:30-11 a.m. on Closet
70 characters .. ... ... .... at SOt per week ..... ....... .
"'information.
Space. For rural use only. May be health- ·rYease circle the ·heading under wnich you want ·your
FORWARD Box No .. ....at $2.00 for 6 weeks ......
ad
to
i.tPPear
:
ful if swallowed.
PICK UP Box No ........ ... at $1.00 for 6 weeks ..... .
APARTMENTS
FOR SALE
INSTRUCTION
Forwardings beyond 2 ... at 50t additional
JOBS Or-TERED JOBS WANTED ORGANIZATI ONS
SEX ADVERTISEM ENT
Number of
forwarding ............... .
Sexually frustrated married gay male 43, , PEN PALS
PERSONALS
RESORTS
/
RIDES
seeks gay males for sex-Boston, No .
Wee ks ••••••••• ,. _TGrAL •••••••
ROOMMATES SERVICES WANTED
MISCELL.
Shore , So. N.H.-So. Me. OLD , Box 262,
LOST
AND
FOUND
PUBLICATION S
310 Franklin St. , Boston , Ma . 02110.

7664

DARE TO BE
YOURSELF!!

~~

pen pals
Hello ,
I am 19 years, black male, Aquarius, in
prison. Would appreciate your (etters.
IWill reply to all . Thanks. Ronme Bruce,
036340, P. 0. Box 747 , Starke, Florida
32091.

.r.Jhi1 ::. t ".<"f:? lpve p:d.2 on:=;.
it m t te::---s lit+,1~
i•:rhi ch of us occ1-lpJ
the C,3 lls.

·1
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use one box for each
character or space

classified ad order form
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Persons interested in concrete activities
for promoting a feminist and socialist
consciousness in the gay movement are
asked to .call Ed Tynan 227-8526 or
write c/o GCN.
LEATHER CEAR CATALOG
Handcrafted Custom Leather S&M,
B&D Gear. Top quality, fast delivery.
reasonable prices. Complete, illustrated
CATALOG only $2.00 w/ name, address, Zip, and Age to: TANTALUS,
P.O. Box 9052-G, Boston, MA 02114.

11111 11111 11111 I I I I I I I I I I
Full name, address and telephone number of advertiser must
be given with each ad. This information is strictly confidential;
however, we cannot print your ad without it.

I

I

HH

l

I..J

11111 11}

Nan,e ............. ... .......... ....... ...... ................. .
Address .. .... ...... .. ............ ............ ......... ..... .
City ..................... .... ........... ... State ........... .
Zip ....... ............ Phone .. ... ..................... ..... .

so.
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resorts
BEAUTIFUL NEWPORT
Newport, R.I., America's first resort.
Nine beaches. Happy hour at David's
Sunday 4-6 (28 Prospect Hill St. off
Thames). Newport is America's most
architecturally significant city (Smithsonian). Check it out.

co,

21, BLOND HAIR, BLUE EYES
Gay man arriving Boston mid-Sept
needs job and apt. or house to share
with gay male similar age. Photo and
phone number to David Green, P.O.
Box 270, Pasadena, Texas 77501.
2 GWM looking for GWM to share large
7 rm furnished apt on MBT A Cleveland
Circle line. Own bdrm, rent $150 utils
incl. Call Jim or Bob 731-9359.
Mor F roommate wanted, 24+, for nonsexist household in large, sunny Somerville apt. nr. Camb. Into sharing of feelI ings, privacy, too. Jim, 776-6597 .
Lesbian Feminist looking for reasonable
comfortable place to live with other
woma(e)n in Cambridge 01" Beacon Hill
area. Please call Marge afternoons at
338-8173.

i Gay M 28 has 2 br Beacon Hill apt to

,

=====----- sh w Mor W, neat, mature, quiet, friendly. 105+elec+sec dep. Vin at 723-3187
5-6 p.m. Comfortable place.

roommates

.2

l F + 2 M, quiet, people, early to late
20s, seek 1 rmma te, pref. F, for sunny,
large, airy apt. w/cat nr. Fields Corner,
Dorchester. Reasonable rent, nr. Food
Co-op. Interests~ feminism, gay lib,
radical politics, plants, crafts, news;.pepers. (617) 282-4977.

THIS PLACE IS REALLY NICE
Mod 2 bdrm for GWF 18-24 sking own
rm and place to call home. R U friendly
and heat? I am. Near Clev Cir; free pkng·
lot, l blk MBTA. 112.50 mo. It is a
clean new 3-story complex. Call 6 pm1 am gr 8-9 am. Sue, 277-4714.

SHARE A LARGE HOUSE?
Mature GWM seeks another to share
living expenses in large beautiful old· fashioned house 30 miles south of Boston. Plenty ofroom-10 ofthem-3
acres of wooded land, no hassles with
_neighbors. Car a necessity. GCN Box

ZQJ,

Pianos tuned, repaired, regulated and
generally well cared for. T. Hannon,
782-1878.

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Character portraits, portfolios, archetechural interiors, in Black and White
or color. Original concepts for advertising &. poster design. Full service
photo restoration & copying. Call
BOAXLLS (2629957) or write box
083 GCN

..:_

NEW HAMPSHIRE GF
GWF 30+ seeks GFs in N.H. area for
friendship and/or roommate. Please call
603-463-7478.
Males-mature responsible not wild but
mildly crazy and yet willing to turn a big
comf seaside N Shore house into a home.
Easy comm to Bos, short walk to train
or bus. 2 males needed. Write with phone
P.O. Box 475, Cambridge.02139.

Lesbian mothers and gay fathers. Honest,
trustworthy gay M,I.T. student will
babysit for reasonable rates. Ask for
· Stew (617) 266-7273 .

services

wanted

GF 21, looking for a place to live in
Boston area, preferably in Cambridge
or Allston. Ask for Casie at 734-1883
(after 6 p.m.).

·-If you own or operate a business or a
WOULD LIKE TO BUY
service in New England which welcomes
1Bookcase(s), black-shelved, metal, with
-the participation of gay people send
gold rod trimrning; must come apart.
for application for free lifting in new
Call 354-7934 after 5 p.m.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Gay Guide: GCN/GCA 22 Bromfield
GM 27, needs place to live, Boston area. St. 1 Boston, 02108
Prefer Cambridge wd like own room in
UPTIGHT?
quiet apartment. Interests: gay lib, fem- Join small group being formed by
inism, music, art, laughter, swimming
trained leader, reasonable fees. Individhiking, plants. Write GCN Box 216.
ual counseling also available. Call (617)
EAST CONN. GAYS, Bis, UNDECIDED
262-4297.
Gay Alliance Group for East Conn. be2 1, BLOND HAI~, B~UE EYES
TYPESE1 rI1'1<.., for GA 'i COMMUNITY ing organized. Would like to hear from
~ay man newly amved m Bosto~, needs Use our facilities (IBM Composer) to
people who would participate & help
Job an~ ~pt. or house to share wi th gay produce your booklet or publication.
activate group. Dare to accept yourself
male s1m1l~r age. Photo and phone num- Good rates. (We arc GCN's typesetter.) totally and find others to share your
ber to David Green, GCN Box 217.
Write: GCN Box 69.
beliefs with. Call 8~9--~~~0 afte_~ 6 P~.
.
-

miscellaneous ·

FLOWERS FOR A RHINOCEROS? •• •
go,

AFTER
DARK

S·
C

-

e

g

Appearing this week in the CABARET LOUNGE:

PREPOSTEROUS!U
The

478 Columbus Ave.
Boston, Mass. 02118
247-3500

rn

BUT IF
TUESDAY thru MONDAY, OCT. 1 thru -7

,d
ores
ed

INTERESTED IN PHOTOGRAPHY?

dancing to the now sounds nightly
in AFTER DARK 9 P.M.-2 A.M.

QUICK GAY GUIDE
(Please submit additions and changes_to "QGG
Editor")

BOSTON AREA

(area code 617)

Bisexual Rap Counseling Group
864-8181
Boston Gay Youth
5 36-6197
Boston College Homophile Union
734-72i3
Boston U,niversity'Homophile League353-~?35
B'nai Haskalah (Gay Jewish Group) 265-6409
. Cambridge Women's "Center
354-8807
Charlei Street Meetinghouse
523-0368
Charlestown Gay Neighbors' Assn.
241-8357
Civil Liberties Union of Mass.
227-9469
Closet Space (WCAS 740 AM)
492-6450
Daughters Of Bilitis
262-1592
Dignity /Boston
c/o 1105 Boylston St., Boston 02215
Emerson Homophile Society for the Arts,
Room 34, 96 Beacon St., Boston 02108
Fag Rag
536-9826
Fenway Community Health Center 267-7573
Fengay, c/o Thom Nylund
267-0516
Gay Academic Union
266-2069
· Gay Alert
523-0368, 267-0764, 536-3285
Gay Community News
426-4469
Gay Media Action
8~8-5729
Gay Media Action Advertisin~
783-1627
Gay Hotline (1-9 Tu,Th; 1-5 W)
266-54 77
· Gay Nurses Alliance
232-6323
G<!Y People of UMass/Boston 287-1900x2396
Gay SpeakersBureau
547-1451
Gay Way Radio (WBUR 90.9 FM)
353-2790
Gender Identity Service
864-8181
Good Gay Poets
536-9826
Hang In There Help-Line (H.I.T.)
738-0486

Every phase-Cameras . . . new, used, rented, repaired.
Accessories . . . lenses, filters, projectors, batteries, cases.
Darkroom . . . equipment, supplies, gadgets.
Films . . . slieets, bulk, color, black & white.
And photofinishing-Quality Black & white done on premises for 24 hr. develop & contact sheets
- 24 hr. Ektachrome.
We try to have ev~rything to make your shooting enjoyable.

JusfAsk..COMMONWEALTH CAMERA

-- 7 nights

15 ~.ANSDOWNE ST., BOST~N

50

yo·u MUST • • • TRUST US.

We Are

BRANDY LEE

$1

BAC - MC - CB
DC -Am. Ex.
Flowers Wired
Mon.-Sat. 9-6
Sun. 12-4

'Green Leaf Florists

712 Commonwealth Ave., Boston

266■ 9193

Homophile Community Health
266-5477
Service
536-6197
Homophile Union of Boston
266-1111
Lavender Hour (WBCN 104.l FM)
Lesbian Liberation (c/o Women's
354-8807
Center)
354-8807
l,esbian Mothers
354-8807
Lesbian Therapy Research Project
523-7664
Metropolitan Community Church
253-5440
MIT Student Homophilc League
National Orga!1ization for Women
267-6160
OtherFund Inc. (Gay United Fund)
c/o GCN, Box 3000
267-9150
Project Place
267-0764
Fr. PaulShanley
. 282-4977
Unitarian Gay Caucus
Waltham-Watertown Gays
926-5739
Women's Community Health Center
Cambridge
547-2302
Tufts Gay Community, c/o HUB
536-6197

EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS (AC 617)
Homophile Union of Montachusett
P.O. Box F5, Leominster
MCC Study Group of Worcester
P.O.-Box 273, Rutland, Mass. 01543
Provincetown 24-Hour Drop-in
Center
487-0387
Prqvincetown Homophile Assistance
League, Box 674, Provincetown 02657
New Bedford Women's Clinic
999-1070
SMU Gay Alliance, SMU Campus Center,
N. Dartmouth 02747
Worcester Qay Union
752-8330

WESTERN MASS.
Amherst Gay Hotline
(men & women)

262-7076

Open Mon.-Thurs. 9-9 -

(AC 413)
545-0154

Everywoman's Center (Amherst)
Gaybreak Radio (WMUA-FM. 91.9)
Hampshire College Gay Friends
Pio.neer Valley Gay Union, Amherst
Gay Women's Caucus (A~herst)
Southw~st Women's Center
UMass Student Homophile League
Valley Women's Center (Northampton)

RHODE ISLAND

545-0883
545-2876
542-4~89
25.3-2591
545-34 38
545-0626
545-0154
586-2011

(area code 401)

Brown University Gay Liberation, c/o Student
Activities Office, Brown U., Providence 02912
Dignity /Providence, Box 2231, Pawtucket 02861
Gay Women of Providence
942-2094
Homophile Community Health
Service (Providence)
274-4 7 37
MCC Providence &Coffee House
831-3773
Kingston Gay Liberation
792-5817

VERMONT

(area code 802)

Gay In Vermcflht
658-3830,862-2397
Gay Students Org., Box 501, Goddard
Colleg~, Plainfield 05667
Vermont Gay Women
425-2782
Women's Switchboard
862-5504
Counseling for Gay Women ang Men ·863-1386
Gay Male Counseling
658-3830,862-2397

CONNECTICUT

(area code-203)

George W. Henry Foundation,
522-2646
Hartford
Gay Alliance at Yale, 2031 Yale Sta.,
New Haven 06520
Gay Alliance, c/o UConn Women's
Ce11i:.er
.
486-4 7 38
Kalos/Gay Liberation Hartford
568-265q
Institute of Social Ethics/National Gay
Archives, l Gold St., Suite 22B,
Hartford 06103

Fri. & Sat. 'til 6

MCC Hartford

5·22-5575 .

Hartford Gay Counseling
Wc1nen;s Liberation. Center
i-fartford

522-5575

NEW HAMPSHIRE

523-8949

(area code 603)

Univ. N.H. Gay Students Organization,
c/o Memorial Union, Durham 03824
Women's Group, P.O. Box 137, ~ not use "gay··
Northwood 03261 ·
on any mail to this group
Seacoast Area Gay Alliance
· ·
·
Box 1424, Portsmouth 03801

~AINE

(area code 207)

. Bangor Unitarian Gay_ Caucus,
P.O. Box 1046, Bangor 04401
Brunswick Gay Women's Group,
136 Maine St., Brunswick 04011
Gay Rights Organization, (GRO),
P.O. Box 4542, Portland 04114
Gay Suppoi:t and Action,
183 Main St., Bangor 04401
·Hancock County days;
.
P.O, Box 275, Ellsw0r'' : '14605Lambda, 7 Nancy Rt:,-Brunswick ,040J.1
Maine Gay Task Force
Box 4542, Portland 04144
The Bridge, Box 901, Roberts Union,
Colby College, Waterville 04901
Wilde-Stein Club, Memorial Union
University of Maine, Orono 044 73
Maine Freewoman's Herald,
Box 488 , Brunswick 04011
Maine Gay Indians, c/o Deanna Francis
Passamaquoddy Library., Pleasant .Point, 04667
Gay Liberation Front, c/o Charlie J-{amor,
General Delivery , Calais 04619
· Lewiston Gay Rights Org., 147 Park St. ,
Lewiston 04240
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COMING ... Oc t 2 thr u 20
5 · sat
2 wed
Charlestown Gay Neighbors Association
will meet tonight. This will be an important organizationa l meeting dealing with
structure and plans for political involvement in activities of the wider community.
Please try t.o attend if you're at all interested. Call {617) 241-8357 for more details.

3 thurs
The Harvard-Radcliffe Gay Students' organization will resume weekly meetings for
the school year tonight and every subse·quent Thursday at 8:30 pm, in the parlor
of Phillips Brooks House, Harvard Yard in
Cambridge. For additional details call {617)

498-2660.

Active Gays will hold their monthly brunch
today at 11 am at the Charles Street Meetinghouse, 70 Charles St., Boston. Guest
speaker will be Nat Denman talking on the
art and practice of pro se litigation.
A benefit dance for Conference '74: An
Amazon Expedition will be held tonight at
8 pm at the Charles St. Meetinghouse, 70
Charles St., Boston. The New New Haven
Women's Liberation Rock Band will be
featur~d performers. Suggested donation
at the door will be $3.00. An event by and
for women. Note: Even though the Conference has been postponed 'till next Spring,
fundraising events will continue; if this
conference is to happen, your support is
needed.

6 sun

7 · mon
At DOB Topic Rap tonight at 7:30 pm
will feature a Gay Media Action videotape
festival. Included will be coverage of legislative hearings, excerpts from the "Nana"
series, from the "Good Morning Show"
with John Willis, and a sound tape of the
first television program in Boston featuring gays - Dr. Socarides vs. the presidents
of DOB and HUB from 1970. Donations
to benefit Gay Media Action.
Homophile Community Health Service of
Boston will hold its quarterly corporation
meeting tonight at 8 pm in their offices on
the fourth floor of 419 Boylston St., Boston. On the agenda: Budget for 1975, including the question of whether volunteers
should be paid. Alll interested persons are
urged to attend.

Worcester Gay Union will hold a membership social and clambake today at 3 pm
on Buteau Rd. in Spencer, M·ass. Fare will
include lobster or steak ( choose one), steamers, corn on the cob, and potatoes. All you
can eat for $8 pe¥ nerson for members; $9
for non-members . N0TE: Reservations must
Aep.
be in by Sept. 20. Address cheques to:
The Worcester Gay Union, P.O. Box 359,
Due to diligence and hard work on the part
Federal Station, Worcester, Mass. 01601. ·
of gays, the "Outrage" episode of Marcus
Welby will not be seen tonight in Boston
or in Philadelphia markets. Stay glued for
Gay Women of Providence, R.I., will hold
further developments .
a potluck picnic today. For further information and directions, call Jean or Beth at
Some of you don't vote, and that's your
{401) 942-2094.
business. But to those of you who would
except you're a little absent minded goes
Gay Speakers' Bureau (GSB) will hold
this reminder. Today is the last day you can
the last of its current series of training
register in Massachusetts and still be able
sessions today at 7 :30 p.m. in Cambridge.
to vote in the November eiection, so do it.
Sessions involve discussion, role playing,
and fact finding. · Contact the GSB at
(617) 547-1451 for location and other
details.
•· -- The Good Gay Poets will present
Thomas Meyer and British poet Jonathan
The women and men of the WalthamWillias tonight at 8 p.m. at the Charles St.
Watertown Gay Group will ascend Mount
Meetinghouse, 70 Charles St. , Boston.
Monadnock today in glory. Friends and
Both authors will read selections from
neighbors are welcome to join them. Call
their own poetry. Donation at the door;
(617) 926-5739 for further information.
whatever you can afford. NOTE: The
next presentation in this series will be of
William Burroughs and John Giorno. The
date for this rather special appearance
has yet to be set , so watch here for further
details.

.a·

4

fri

Tonight will be the second in a series of
dances at, and for the benefit of, the
Charles Street Meetinghouse,. 70 Charles
St., Boston. Dance will start at 9 pm and
continue 'til 1 am. This dance is sponsored
by Homophile Community Health Service;
donation asked is $2 at the door. {The
purpose of these dances is to pay up last
year's heating oil bill in order to keep
warm this winter!) By the way , beer will
!:>e available.
The University of Massachusett s/Boston
Gay Group will resume their weekly meetings this afternoon at 12 :30 pm, continuing each subsequent Friday at the same
time. Meetings are at the Columbia Point
Campus, in College II, room 620. New extension phone numbers for this group are
{287-1900) ext. 3184 and 3236.

ever yu,e ek
WEDNESDAYS
12 noon-8 pm- Provincetown Drop-In Centei
has these hours especially for gay problems.
Come in or call. See Quick Gay Guide
7:00 pm-Gay Support & Action, Unitarian Parish House, Bangor, Maine .
7-10 prn-MCC Health Center, 75 Empire St.
Providence
·
7 :30 pm-SMU Gay Alliance, Student-Senate
Chambers, Campus Center, North Dartmouth,
Mass.
7:30 pm-Waltham-Watertown Gays, meeting
and supper, 926-5739. (2nd and 4th
Wednesdays)
7:30 pm - DOB Lesbian Mothers Rap, 419 Boylston St., Rm. 323
8:00-Bisexual Rap, 419 Boylston St., Rm . 415
8:00 pm-Gaybreak -Radio, WMUA , 91.1 .FM,
Amherst (first and third Wednesdays)
10:15 pm-"Gaybreak ·Radio," on WMUA-FM,
91.1 me. (1st and 3rd Wednesdays.)

,THURSDAYS
.6:15 pm-WBCN's "Rhinocerous" radio §how,
104.1, Boston.

tues

10 thurs

·7 :00 p.m. - Gay Support and Action Group, Bangor, Maine.
· ?°:30 pm-.Pioneer Valley Gay Union meeting ,
atJiope Church, Gaylord St., Am~ers.t~ Mass.
7:30 p.m.- MCC Ecumenical Choir p;actice, Old
West Chu!ch~l31 Cambridgr:: St. , Boston.
7:30 pm-Gay-Supp ort and Action of Bangor
meeting at 23 Franklin St., Bangor.
8 pm - Gay United Fund;Charles Street Meetinghouse, 70 Charles' St., Boston .
8:00 pm-.1DOB Rap for Older Women, 419
Boylston St., Rm. 323
·
8:00 pm-Lesbian Liberation meeting, Women's
Center, 46 Pleasant St., C~mbrid_ge
9:00 pm - Gay Way Radio, WBUR 90.9 fM
12M~3 am .:._MCC Provid~nce Coffee House
Evenings-Gay Rights Organization, Portland,
Maine

FRIDAYS'
5:30-6:30 pm-Harvard-R adcliffe GSN, Brooks
House; info: 498-3096
7:00 pm-Wilde-Stein Club, Uni'f. of Maine, Memorial Union
8:30 pm-B'nai Haskalah, Qid West Church, Boston
1 am-5 am-MCC Providence Coffee House

S4TURDAYS

.

1:00 pm- Boston Gay Youth, 536-6197
2:00 p~:_Boston Gay Youth, open rap & meeting, 4I9·Boylston St., Rm. 509
3:00 pm-Worcester Gay Union Radio, WCUW
91.3 fM
1 am-5 aJT·-MCC Pre vidence Coffee Hou.,;e

SUNDAYS
10:30 am-Closet Space, WCAS, 740 AM
1 :00 pm-DOB softball, Magazine Beach, Cambridge
2-4 pm~Gay Women of Providence rap, etc.
942-2094
4 :00 pm __: MIT, SHL meeting, Rm. 1-132 (fust &
third Sundays)
5:30 pm~Exodus Mass, St. Clement's Church,
1105 Boylston St., Boston
6:30 pm-MCC Boston hymn-sing, worship and
· fellowship, Old West Church, Boston
7:00 pm-MCC Providence services, 75 Empire
St., Providence. 831-3733
7:30 p~-MCC Hartford, St. Paul's United Methodist Church, 1 Amity St.
.8:00 pm-Worcester Gay Union, 82 Franklin St.,
Worcester, Rm. 31 ·
·
l 2M-3 am-=-MCC Providence Coffee House

Quic k~Gay Guid e ... see page 15
Page 16 eGCN

ad l·
Today is Civil Liberties Day , and the
Civil Liberties Union of Massachusetts will
celebrate with a series of events which
include: 9 am, Women's Rights Workshop:
legislation and Litigation; 12 noon,
Obscenity Seminar; 2 pm, Civil Liberties
Workshop; 5 pm, Wine and Cheese Party ...
come meet the personnel of the Mass.
. Civil Lib~rties Union; 7 pm, Fund Raising .
Gourmet Dinner, reservations required.
All events are free except the Fund
Raising Dinner. These workshops and
seminars are open in structure, and if gay
people attend, then gay rights can be a
central issue. These sessions are to be
held at the Worcester Public Library; the
Wine and Cheese party and the Dinner
are at Assumption College. For more
details and dinner reservations, call the
MCLU at (617) 752-5363.

11 fri
Tonight is the third in the series of benefit
dances at, and for, the Charles Street
Meetinghouse, 70 Charles St., Boston.
This dance is sponsored by the many gay
community groups in the Boston area.
Beer will be available, and the donation
will be $2 at the door. Dances will run
from 9 pm to 1 am.

·18 fri
A Masquerade Dance will be held tonight at the Charles St. Meetinghouse, 70
Charles St., Boston from 8:30 p.m. to
I a.m. There will be a prize awarded for
the best costume. The dance, which is
sponsored by Boston Daughters of Bili tis,
is for all men and women. Music will be
provided by the band Deadly Nightshade.
Donation will be $2.00 at the door.

20· sun.
Boston Daughters of Bilitis will hold
their elections tonight at 7 :30 p.m. at the
DOB office, 419 Boylston St., Boston,
Room 323 . All members are urged to
attend to this important function.

Please subinit calendar items to Calendar Editor; GCN, noon on Thursd~
priorfr,·the date of publication. ·

MONDAYS
10:00 am-Gay News, WCA~. 740 AM
5:30 pm:...women's Community Health Center
open house, 137 Hampshire SL, Cambridge
Mass.
7:00-10:00 pm-Bisexual Phone Line, 266-534
7-10 prn- MCC Health Center, 75 Empire St.,
Providence
8:00 pm-Daughters Of Biliiis Topic Rap, 419
Boylston St., Boston, Rm. 323

TUESDAYS .
·-1:00 pm - Gays and Alcoholism discussion at
· Old West Church, 131 Cambridge St., Boston
(1st and_3rd Tuesdays).
7:00 pm-Lesbian Therapy Research Project,
Women's Center, 46 Pleasant St., Cambrid~
'i;,3'0 pm- DOB Women's Rap, 419 Boylston St.
Rm. 323
7: 30 pm-Transvesti te Rap, 419 Boylston St.,
Rm. 415 (first and third Tuesdays)
7:30 pm-MCC prayer group, 75 Empire St.,
Providence, 831-3773 . Rap session fo)lows.__
8 pm-Gay Defense League, Charles Street Meet
inghouse, 70 Charles St., Boston.

